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Background: An underperforming doctor puts patient safety at risk. Remediation is an intervention
intended to address underperformance and return a doctor to safe practice. Used in health-care
systems all over the world, it has clear implications for both patient safety and doctor retention in the
workforce. However, there is limited evidence underpinning remediation programmes, particularly a
lack of knowledge as to why and how a remedial intervention may work to change a doctor’s practice.
Objectives: To (1) conduct a realist review of the literature to ascertain why, how, in what contexts,
for whom and to what extent remediation programmes for practising doctors work to restore patient
safety; and (2) provide recommendations on tailoring, implementation and design strategies to improve
remediation interventions for doctors.
Design: A realist review of the literature underpinned by the Realist And MEta-narrative Evidence
Syntheses: Evolving Standards quality and reporting standards.
Data sources: Searches of bibliographic databases were conducted in June 2018 using the following
databases: EMBASE, MEDLINE, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature, PsycINFO,
Education Resources Information Center, Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects, Applied Social
Sciences Index and Abstracts, and Health Management Information Consortium. Grey literature
searches were conducted in June 2019 using the following: Google Scholar (Google Inc., Mountain
View, CA, USA), OpenGrey, NHS England, North Grey Literature Collection, National Institute for
Health and Care Excellence Evidence, Electronic Theses Online Service, Health Systems Evidence
and Turning Research into Practice. Further relevant studies were identified via backward citation
searching, searching the libraries of the core research team and through a stakeholder group.
Review methods: Realist review is a theory-orientated and explanatory approach to the synthesis of
evidence that seeks to develop programme theories about how an intervention produces its effects.
We developed a programme theory of remediation by convening a stakeholder group and undertaking
a systematic search of the literature. We included all studies in the English language on the
remediation of practising doctors, all study designs, all health-care settings and all outcome measures.
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We extracted relevant sections of text relating to the programme theory. Extracted data were then
synthesised using a realist logic of analysis to identify context–mechanism–outcome configurations.
Results: A total of 141 records were included. Of the 141 studies included in the review, 64% related to
North America and 14% were from the UK.The majority of studies (72%) were published between 2008
and 2018. A total of 33% of articles were commentaries, 30% were research papers, 25% were case studies
and 12%were other types of articles. Among the research papers, 64% were quantitative, 19% were
literature reviews, 14% were qualitative and 3% were mixed methods. A total of 40% of the articles were
about junior doctors/residents, 31% were about practicing physicians, 17% were about a mixture of both
(with some including medical students) and 12% were not applicable. A total of 40% of studies focused on
remediating all areas of clinical practice, including medical knowledge, clinical skills and professionalism.
A total of 27% of studies focused on professionalism only, 19% focused on knowledge and/or clinical skills
and 14% did not specify. A total of 32% of studies described a remediation intervention, 16% outlined
strategies for designing remediation programmes, 11% outlined remediation models and 41% were not
applicable. Twenty-nine context–mechanism–outcome configurations were identified. Remediation
programmes work when they develop doctors’ insight and motivation, and reinforce behaviour change.
Strategies such as providing safe spaces, using advocacy to develop trust in the remediation process and
carefully framing feedback create contexts in which psychological safety and professional dissonance lead
to the development of insight. Involving the remediating doctor in remediation planning can provide a
perceived sense of control in the process and this, alongside correcting causal attribution, goal-setting,
destigmatising remediation and clarity of consequences, helps motivate doctors to change. Sustained
change may be facilitated by practising new behaviours and skills and through guided reflection.
Limitations: Limitations were the low quality of included literature and limited number of UK-based studies.
Future work: Future work should use the recommendations to optimise the delivery of existing
remediation programmes for doctors in the NHS.
Study registration: This study is registered as PROSPERO CRD42018088779.
Funding: This project was funded by the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Health Services
and Delivery Research programme and will be published in full in Health Services and Delivery Research;
Vol. 9, No. 11. See the NIHR Journals Library website for further project information.
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Context Settings, structures, environments, conditions or circumstances that trigger behavioural and
emotional responses (i.e. mechanisms) for those affected.
Context–mechanism–outcome configurations Relationships between the building blocks of realist
analysis (i.e. how mechanisms are triggered under specific contexts to cause particular outcomes).
Mechanism The way in which individuals and groups respond to, and reason about, the resources,
opportunities or challenges offered by a particular programme, intervention or process. Mechanisms
are triggered in specific contexts and lead to changes in behaviour.
Outcome The impacts or behaviours resulting from the interaction between mechanisms and contexts.
Programme theory A set of theoretical explanations or assumptions about how a particular
programme, process or intervention is expected to work.
Rayyan QCRI A web application used to facilitate the screening process for a literature review.
Retroductive analysis Analytical processes based on the identification of hidden causal processes that
lie beneath identified patterns or changes in those patterns.
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ASSIA Applied Social Sciences Index and
Abstracts




DARE Database of Abstracts of Reviews
of Effects
ERIC Education Resources Information
Center
GMC General Medical Council
GP general practitioner
HMIC Health Management Information
Consortium
PPI patient and public involvement
PRISMA Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses
RESTORE REalist SynThesis of dOctor
REmediation
SMART specific, measurable, achievable,
relevant, time bound
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All of us, as patients, expect our doctors to be competent. If they are not, we expect them to bestopped from practising. However, there is a wider problem that is more difficult to address, and
that is doctors who underperform. These doctors do not need to stop practising but, to keep patients
safe, they need help. This could be through retraining in a certain area, or perhaps addressing
underlying physical or mental health problems. Bringing a doctor’s performance back to an acceptable
standard is called ‘remediation’. Remediation covers a range of interventions aimed at improving
performance, from a ‘quiet word in the ear’ to more formal training programmes.
There is a variety of literature relating to the remediation of doctors. To combine this literature in an
understandable way, we followed an approach called ‘realist review’. This allowed us to analyse a wide
range of relevant literature to better understand how and why remediation works for some doctors.
It also allowed us to include the perspectives of stakeholders (e.g. those involved in delivering remediation
for doctors, those receiving remediation, patient representatives, academics and medical educators).
We found the following:
l Remediation works when it develops a doctor’s insight and motivation, and supports
behaviour change.
l Ensuring that doctors have a safe space to talk about their performance issues, where they do not
feel judged, was important, as was having a neutral person to support them through the process.
l Involving the remediating doctor in remediation planning can provide a perceived sense of control
in the process. This, along with identifying the cause, goal-setting, destigmatising remediation and
clarity of consequences, helps motivate doctors to change.
l Sustained change may be facilitated by practising new behaviours and skills and through
guided reflection.
The report provides recommendations for policy-makers and leaders of remediation programmes on
the design of remediation interventions.
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Parts of this scientific summary have been reproduced or adapted with permission from Price et al.(Price T, Wong G, Withers L, Wanner A, Cleland J, Gale T, et al. Optimising the delivery of
remediation programmes for doctors: a realist review. Med Ed Rev 2021;00:1–16.) This is an Open 
Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) 
license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, 
provided the original work is properly cited. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
The text below includes minor additions and formatting changes to the original text.
Background
Estimates show that, at any one time, 18,000 doctors in England are performing below the standards 
that are expected of them. If a doctor is underperforming, patients are being put at risk. Remediation 
is an intervention intended to address underperformance and return a doctor to safe practice. Used in 
health-care systems all over the world, the successful remediation of doctors has a direct impact on 
patient safety and also on the retention of doctors in the workforce. There is currently a significant 
shortage of doctors in the UK. It costs the taxpayer, on average, approximately £500,000 to train a 
single doctor and, therefore, it is crucial that doctors be given the additional support they need to 
bring their performance back up to the standards expected of them. Without remediation, expensively 
trained individuals could be lost from the workforce. However, it is widely recognised that we do not 
know enough about if and how different remediation programmes work and, particularly, in what 
contexts. This could result in remediation being conducted ineffectively, wasting the taxpayer’s and 
doctor’s time and resources, and potentially continuing to put patients at risk.
Aim and objectives
The REalist SynThesis of dOctor REmediation (RESTORE) review aimed to identify why, how, in what 
contexts, for whom and to what extent remediation interventions work for practising doctors to 
restore patient safety. The review was structured around the following objectives:
l To conduct a realist review of the literature to ascertain why, how, in what contexts, for whom and
to what extent remediation programmes for practising doctors work to restore patient safety.
l To provide recommendations on tailoring, implementation and design strategies to improve
remediation interventions for doctors.
Review questions
l What are the mechanisms by which remediation interventions work to change the behaviour of
practising doctors to produce their intended outcomes?
l What are the contexts that determine if remediation interventions produce their intended or
unintended outcomes?
l In what circumstances are these remediation interventions likely to be effective?
Methods
To account for the context in which remediation interventions are implemented, we followed a
realist approach to evidence synthesis. Realist review is a theory-orientated and explanatory approach
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to the synthesis of evidence, which seeks to develop programme theories about how an intervention
produces its effects. Its foremost strength comes from providing transferable findings that explain
how and why context can influence outcomes. Remediation activities take place in a range of contexts
(e.g. who delivers the intervention and how it is delivered, the characteristics of the remediating
doctors, the circumstances surrounding the performance issue, and the tools and techniques utilised),
some of which may affect the outcomes. The review followed a detailed protocol based on Pawson’s
five iterative stages for realist reviews: (1) locating existing theories, (2) searching for evidence,
(3) selecting articles, (4) extracting and organising data, and (5) synthesising the evidence and drawing
conclusions (Pawson R. Evidence-based policy: the promise of ‘realist synthesis’. Evaluation 2002;8).
Data sources
We carried out a formal literature search of databases that index medical and education literature. The
following databases were searched: MEDLINE, EMBASE, PsycINFO, Health Management Information
Consortium, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature, Education Resources Information
Center, Applied Social Sciences Index and Abstracts, and Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects.
These searches were performed in June 2018. We carried out a grey literature search of Google Scholar
(Google Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA), OpenGrey, NHS England, North Grey Literature Collection,
National Institute for Health and Care Evidence, Electronic Theses Online Service, Health Systems
Evidence and Turning Research into Practice. These searches were performed in June 2019. We searched
the bibliographies of included articles and we asked the core research team and stakeholder group to
identify relevant literature. We also conducted purposive supplementary searches using Google Scholar
to search for particular aspects of the emerging programme theory (e.g. insight, motivation, dissonance,
psychological safety, self-efficacy and behaviour change).
Study selection
We applied the following inclusion criteria to the literature identified from the main search of databases,
citation searching and grey literature search:
l aspect of remediation (including all documents that focus on the remediation of practising doctors)
l study design (including all study designs)
l types of setting (including all documents about primary or secondary care settings)
l types of participant (including all practising doctors in primary and secondary care)
l outcome measures (including all remediation-related outcome measures)
l language (including studies published in the English language)
l publication date (including all studies published up until July 2018).
For the supplementary searches, articles were included that helped clarify aspects of the programme theory.
Articles were selected for inclusion based on relevance. This process was assisted by the use of the
software Rayyan QCRI [Qatar Computing Research Institute (Data Analytics), Doha, Qatar].
Data extraction
The analysis was underpinned by a realist logic. We sought to identify, interpret and explain
mechanisms on how the remediation of doctors produces its effects and to identify relevant contexts
or circumstances when these mechanisms were likely to be ‘triggered’.
Analysis and synthesis
The initial programme theory set out to explain what it is about remediation of doctors that works
and for whom, in what circumstances and in what respect, and why. This was iteratively developed,
confirmed, refuted or refined, using data from included articles, into a realist programme theory.
A realist logic of analysis was used to build the causal explanations within the programme theory.
SCIENTIFIC SUMMARY
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In addition, interpretive cross-case comparison was used to understand and explain how and why
actual outcomes happened. The following analytical approaches were used:
l juxtaposition of sources of evidence (i.e. where evidence about behaviour change in one source
allows insights into evidence about outcomes in another source)
l reconciling of sources of evidence (e.g. when results differ in similar situations, these were further
examined to find explanations for these differences)
l consolidation of sources of evidence (i.e. where different outcomes occur in similar contexts,
reasons can be developed as to how and why these outcomes happen differently).
Throughout the review, we moved iteratively between the analysis of examples, refinement of
programme theory and further iterative searching for data to test specific parts of the programme
theory. The final realist programme theory is presented in a diagram and through a narrative
description of context–mechanism–outcome configurations.
As mechanisms were often hidden or not articulated very well, we used retroductive reasoning to
infer and elaborate on the mechanisms. Retroductive reasoning is an analytical process that seeks to
identify the hidden causal processes that lie beneath identified patterns or changes in those patterns.
Therefore, our approach involved repeatedly going from data to theory to refine explanations about
the occurrence of certain behaviours. We tried to construct these explanations at a level of abstraction
that would encompass a range of phenomena or patterns of behaviour.
We identified relationships between contexts, mechanisms and outcomes within individual studies,
and also across different sources (i.e. inferred mechanisms from one study could help explain the way
contexts influenced outcomes in another study). The synthesis of data from different sources was often
required to compile context–mechanism–outcome configurations, as not all parts of the configurations
were always present in the same source.
Consistency checks
Consistency checks were carried out by a second reviewer on a 10% random sample of the screening
and the coding process for both of the main searches. Very few inconsistencies were identified and,
when identified, these were resolved through discussion.
Stakeholder group
A diverse stakeholder group was recruited to provide subject knowledge for programme theory
refinement, to optimise dissemination plans and to aid the generation of feasible and practical
recommendations. The group included doctors who have undergone a remediation programme,
personnel who identify underperforming doctors and initiate involvement in remediation programmes,
personnel involved in the delivery of remediation programmes, responsible officers, remediation
coaches, researchers involved in research on remediation, patient and public representatives, and
members of relevant medical bodies.
Results
Of the screened 4554 records identified by the main search, 114 articles met the inclusion criteria and
were included in the study. A further 27 articles were identified through additional searches. Of the
141 studies, 64% related to North America, with 14% coming from the UK. Seventy-two per cent of
studies were published between 2008 and 2018. Forty per cent of articles were commentaries, 37% were
research papers and 31% were case studies. Forty per cent of articles focused on remediating all areas of
clinical practice, 27% focused on professionalism and 19% focused on knowledge and/or clinical skills.
Thirty-two per cent of articles described a remediation intervention, 16% outlined remediation
strategies and 11% presented a remediation model.
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Our realist analysis developed and refined 29 context–mechanism–outcome configurations.
Remediation programmes work when they develop practitioner insight and motivation, and reinforce
behaviour change. Key contexts that had an impact on the effectiveness of remediation interventions
were identified at the individual level, including the stage in a doctor’s career, negative emotions,
distrust of remediation processes, fear of remediation consequences and professional identity development.
Important contexts at the setting level included workplace environment and the stigma of remediation.
Insight
Strategies such as providing safe spaces and using advocacy to develop trust in the remediation process
can trigger the psychological safety mechanism, which can result in doctors being ready to explore
perceptions of their performance and develop insight (context–mechanism–outcome configurations 1–4).
Carefully framing feedback creates contexts in which the mechanisms of professional dissonance,
affirmation and normative enticement can result in doctors accepting the need to change and develop
insight (context–mechanism–outcome configurations 5–13).
Motivation
Involving the remediating doctor in remediation planning, correcting causal attribution and goal-setting
help to develop intrinsic motivation to change doctors’ behaviour through mechanisms of perceived sense
of control, normative rejection and self-efficacy (context–mechanism–outcome configurations 14–19).
Destigmatising remediation can help trigger the mechanism of psychological safety and protect against the
mechanisms of alienation from peers and normative rejection (context–mechanism–outcome configurations
20–22). Extrinsic motivation to engage with the remediation process is promoted through doctors being
able to evaluate the costs and benefits of change (context–mechanism–outcome configuration 23).
Behaviour and/or performance improves
Sustained change and improvement in behaviour and/or performance is achieved through repetition
and practising of new skills, and the integration of new knowledge and experiences into doctors’
learning through guided reflection (context–mechanism–outcome configurations 24–29).
Conclusions
Remediation can work when it creates environments that trigger behaviour change mechanisms. The
existing literature, combined with supplementary searches and the incorporation of substantive theories,
has enabled us to identify the mechanisms at work in remediation programmes. The study was limited,
to some extent, by the quality and quantity of existing literature, and more primary research is needed.
Recommendations
Tailoring remediation interventions should focus on the following areas:
l Remediating doctors should have the opportunity for confidential discussion with someone in a
supportive role.
l Remediation programmes for issues related to conduct should include an opportunity for remediating
doctors to reflect on their own professional values and contrast these with the feedback they receive
on their own behaviours.
l Remediating doctors should be supported by someone who has the role of advocate. This individual
may be a coach or mentor and should not have a role in making summative judgements throughout
the remediation programme.
l Remediating doctors should be provided with specific feedback that details the reasons and provides
examples of underperformance or poor conduct. If the feedback relates to behaviour, it should detail
specific events (including a date and time). This feedback should ideally come from more than one
source and include feedback from patients whenever possible. Feedback will be needed throughout
the remediation process, not just at the beginning. The appropriate feedback to determine progress,
and the way that it is delivered, should be ascertained in the remediation planning stage.
SCIENTIFIC SUMMARY
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l Feedback may be more effective when discussed in person and should be guided by someone who
has been trained to deliver feedback. The feedback should be framed in such a way that it relates to
the professional values of the doctor, should be presented in a way that appears manageable and
should affirm any identified strengths.
l Multimodal assessment should be used to explore a full range of potential issues, including
behavioural issues, even when the identified problem may appear to relate to knowledge and skills.
Assessment should also be used to determine any organisational issues that may contribute to poor
performance or behaviour. If there are problems with the work environment, then remediation may
need to be conducted elsewhere.
l Remediation programmes should offer the opportunity for the remediating doctor to reflect on the
reasons for their referral and identify the triggers for underperformance/poor conduct.
l Where possible, remediating doctors should collaborate in the design of the individualised
remediation plan and help to shape it. The planning stage should include setting scheduled points
for assessing progress and determining what kind of feedback will be appropriate for the
assessment of this progress.
l Remediation programmes should include an individualised plan that specifies the milestones, points
for review of progress and the consequences of achieving or not achieving targets.
l The remediating doctor should collaborate in the process of goal-setting and the goals set should be
achievable and measurable.
l Remediation programmes should seek to destigmatise the process of undergoing remediation and
frame it, as far as possible, in terms of positive professional development. If relevant, remediation
programmes could consider changing the name from remediation to professional support or similar.
l Where appropriate, remediation programmes should offer an opportunity for remediating doctors
to practise any new skills or behaviours they have developed. This may include rehearsing new
behaviours in simulated settings. When this is not possible, guided reflection can offer an
opportunity to reflect on practice in situ.
l Remediation programmes should have scheduled points for reviewing progress with the remediating
doctor. The remediating doctor should be involved in this process of review, and reflections should
be guided so that the remediating doctor continues to gain insight into their progress.
l Reflection should be built into the remediation programme and should be guided, but not form part
of a final judgement on progress. Reflection may include one-to-one discussion of feedback or
discussions of entries in reflective logs. The purpose of reflection is to have an interesting and
meaningful conversation to embed new knowledge and behaviours, and engender further insight.
l Recent medico legal cases may have placed uncertainty over the confidentiality of reflective logs.
The exact legal status of any written reflections should be established in advance.
Future research
Our review has revealed why remediation programmes work in some contexts and not others; however,
there is a need for a better understanding of the specific contexts that are relevant to real-world NHS
settings. Future research should focus on optimising the delivery of remediation programmes for doctors
in the NHS through the implementation and evaluation of our recommendations. Participatory co-design
methods and realist evaluation would be useful methodologies to address this research area.
Study registration
This study is registered as PROSPERO CRD42018088779.
Funding
This project was funded by the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Health Services and
Delivery Research programme and will be published in full in Health Services and Delivery Research;
Vol. 9, No. 11. See the NIHR Journals Library website for further project information.
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When encountering a [doctor] who is not thriving, it is often difficult to figure out what is wrong and how
to help. And when confronted with a serious violation of professional ethics or a repeated threat to patient
safety, it is equally unclear what to do . . . Unfortunately, problems often become worse, and if uncorrected,
result in harm to patients, disruption of the healthcare team, and occasional dismissal . . .
Kalet et al.2
Proficient and safe doctors, operating efficiently within teams, are an essential part of the provision of
high-quality and safe care for patients. If the performance of a doctor is lacking, patients may be at
risk.3 Performance issues can be experienced by doctors at any stage in their careers for a variety of
reasons, including health/well-being, personal reasons, the environment of the workplace, and not
keeping up to date and participating in continuing medical education. Performance concerns are often
complex and multifactorial, and can involve issues relating to knowledge, skills and professionalism.4–6
To ensure patient safety, it is vital that if there are questions about the performance of a doctor they
are identified quickly and, where appropriate, addressed through remediation.7
Remediation is the process by which a doctor’s poor performance is ‘remedied’ and the doctor
returned to safe practice.8 Remediation can be formally defined as ‘an intervention, or suite of
interventions, required in response to assessment against threshold standards’.9 Threshold standards
are set by regulatory bodies [e.g. the General Medical Council (GMC)] to keep patients safe. What
actually constitutes a remedial intervention ranges from informal arrangements to complete some
reskilling, through to more formal programmes of remediation and rehabilitation.10 It is generally
agreed that there are three necessary components of remediation: (1) the identification of
performance deficit, (2) remediation intervention and (3) reassessment of performance after
intervention.11
Remediation has been classified as a ‘wicked’ problem the medical profession has struggled with for
decades.12,13 One of the main difficulties relates to the fact that remediation has historically been
conceptualised as a way of addressing a person’s lack of knowledge in a particular area. Although
addressing knowledge is important, it is not enough to achieve behaviour change.12,14,15 The
performance of a doctor is shaped by a variety of different contextual factors, including the attributes
and skills of colleagues, system resources and organisational culture. Viewing remediation as merely
an educational exercise, ignoring the contextual factors influencing competence in individuals, is
unlikely to be enough to address significant performance gaps.12 In recent years, there has been an
important shift in the conceptualisation of remediation towards being a behaviour change process
(i.e. understanding what is necessary to produce lasting performance improvement for a particular
doctor in a particular context).7,12
Remediation interventions are widely used in health-care systems across the globe to address
underperformance. When we use the term underperformance, we are referring to situations in which
a doctor’s performance is below the standards required to ensure safe practice. It is estimated that
approximately 6% of doctors (i.e. approximately 9400 doctors) in the hospital workforce in England
may be underperforming at any time and that 2% (approximately 4100) of all practising doctors will
be undergoing remediation.10 These figures will have increased because of the process of revalidation,
which is the UK’s relicensing system for practising doctors that is regulated by the GMC.8 Medical
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revalidation was introduced in 2012 as a statutory requirement. It is the procedure by which all UK
doctors evidence that they are up to date and fit to practise. This is achieved by collating supporting
information as part of an annual appraisal. Then, usually every 5 years, a senior doctor called the
‘responsible officer’ within an associated organisation (known as the ‘designated body’) recommends a
revalidation outcome decision to the GMC. If underperformance is identified through the revalidation
process (or through any other route), the responsible officer has a statutory responsibility to ensure
that the designated body offers ‘training or retraining’.16 Specific guidelines for responding to a concern
about a doctor’s practice have recently been published to support this process.17 Data from research
evaluating medical revalidation suggest that revalidation is helping to identify such poor performance.18
It is difficult to quantify the real human cost of an underperforming doctor; however, approximately
12,000 patients die in England each year as a result of preventable medical errors.19 There is also the
corresponding financial cost of these errors to consider. The NHS paid out > £2227.5M in medical
negligence claims in 2017/18 alone.19 However, the true societal costs when things go wrong are
unknown. The relatively few incompetent doctors need to be stopped from practising; however, there
is a more widespread and difficult problem to solve that would improve the health of the public and
patients in the NHS, and that is doctors who underperform. Remedying underperformance, where
possible, is both a practical and a financial imperative, as doctors are in short supply and are expensive
to train.20 There are shortages of doctors in particular specialties and geographical areas.21 The NHS in
England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales has been under extreme pressure to cut spending in
recent years.22 On average, it costs £485,390 to train a general practitioner (GP) and £726,551 to train
a consultant.23 Therefore, offering remediation to retain expensively trained but underperforming
doctors is a logical financial solution.
Although offering remediation to underperforming doctors makes sense on a practical and financial level,
there is another important reason related to the ‘duty of care to doctors’.24 Rather than ‘striking off’ or ‘firing’
a doctor who is underperforming, providing the necessary support and remediation, and the opportunity to
improve, is imperative in a caring workplace.The GMC states that its aim is to ‘protect patients and the
reputation of the profession’ (Reproduced with permission from General Medical Council.24 © 2015 General
Medical Council). Once this has been achieved, the GMC says that it also has a parallel duty of care to the
doctors to encourage and enable remediation in suitable circumstances.24 Remediation is therefore important
for a doctor’s personal and professional development, as well as their patients’ safety and well-being.
Despite the importance of remediation in the regulation of doctors and in ensuring patient safety,
research on remediation is lacking.12,25 Three systematic reviews and one thematic review have been
conducted on remediation across the continuum of medical education.11,25–27 All four reviews on the
topic of remediating doctors identify a lack of research that would provide a firm theoretical base to
guide remediation interventions. The reviews were also unable to identify why particular interventions
work for some doctors and not for others (i.e. detailed analyses on important contexts were missing):
. . . we cannot delineate precisely what works, and why, in remedial interventions for medical students
and doctors.
Cleland et al.25
This issue was also highlighted by research recently commissioned by the GMC, which investigated
the impact on doctors of undertakings (i.e. remediation measures agreed with the doctors), conditions
(i.e. remediation imposed on the doctors) and official warnings.24 The study had a small sample size;
however, the outcomes suggested that stipulating remediation in some cases engendered more
reflective and safer practice, but in other cases it engendered more defensive or unchanged practice.24
In other words, the same interventions were producing different outcomes in different contexts and
for different doctors. An important issue that has limited our deeper understanding of remediation
interventions for doctors has been the way in which systematic reviews have been carried out.
In particular, the previous systematic reviews on remediation use inclusion criteria that were too
BACKGROUND
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restrictive (e.g. by study design, intervention type) and, hence, were only able to draw on a narrow
body of literature. In summary, ‘rigorous approaches to developing and evaluating remediation
interventions are required’.25
To design high-quality remediation interventions, it is fundamental to understand the theory of
how remediation of doctors is supposed to work, for whom and the contexts that lead to different
outcomes. Our review will make an empirical contribution to the existing body of knowledge by
developing a programme theory of how remediation of doctors is supposed to work, for whom and in
what contexts. The review will enable us to develop recommendations for the tailoring, design and
implementation of remediation interventions for underperforming doctors. Finally, this research will
produce new knowledge about a poorly understood area of health-care delivery that has a direct
impact on the standard of care received by patients.
Review questions
Aim
The REalist SynThesis of dOctor REmediation (RESTORE) review aimed to identify why, how, in what
contexts, for whom and to what extent remediation interventions work for practising doctors to restore
patient safety. The review was structured around the following objectives and review questions.
Objectives
l To conduct a realist review of the literature to ascertain why, how, in what contexts, for whom and
to what extent remediation programmes for practising doctors work to restore patient safety.
l To provide recommendations on tailoring, implementation and design strategies to improve
remediation interventions for doctors.
Review questions
l What are the mechanisms by which remediation interventions work to change the behaviour of
practising doctors to produce their intended outcomes?
l What are the contexts that determine whether or not remediation interventions produce their
intended or unintended outcomes?
l In what circumstances are these remediation interventions likely to be effective?
The next chapter provides a detailed description of the methods utilised in the review. Chapter 3
presents the results, followed by the discussion in Chapter 4. Finally, the conclusions and
recommendations are presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2 Review methods
We followed a realist approach to evidence synthesis to understand the contexts in which remediationinterventions are most effective. Realist review is a practical, methodological approach designed to
inform policy and practice. The realist review approach is distinct from other types of literature reviews, as it
is based on an interpretive and theory-driven approach, synthesising evidence from qualitative, quantitative
and mixed-methods research.28 The unique contribution of this approach is that it yields transferable
findings that explain how and why context can affect outcomes.28 It does so by developing programme
theories that explain how, why, in what contexts, for whom and to what extent interventions ‘work’.29,30
Realist review methods are particularly suited to research on the remediation of doctors, as they focus on
the contextual factors that determine the outcomes of an intervention.31 Like other interventions that seek
to promote behavioural change, remediation is highly context dependent (i.e. the same intervention will vary
in its success depending on, for example, who delivers it and how it is delivered, the characteristics of the
learners, the circumstances surrounding it, and the tools and techniques used). Research designs that seek
to ‘strip away’ this context limit an understanding of ‘how, when and for whom’ the intervention will be
effective.31 A realist review takes context as central to any explanation by exploring how an intervention
manipulates context to trigger mechanisms that cause behavioural change.
The research design is illustrated in Figure 1.32 The plan of investigation followed a detailed protocol
based on Pawson’s33 five iterative stages for realist reviews: (1) locating existing theories, (2) searching
for evidence, (3) selecting articles, (4) extracting and organising data and (5) synthesising the evidence
and drawing conclusions. The review ran for a 22-month period from April 2018 to January 2020.
The review was registered with PROSPERO (CRD42018088779) and the protocol was published in
BMJ Open.34 The review was informed by the quality and publication standards and training materials
for realist reviews that were developed by one of the core research team members (GW).35 We were
granted ethics clearance by the University of Plymouth, Faculty of Health and Human Sciences and
Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry Research Ethics and Integrity Committee.
Stakeholder group
A diverse stakeholder group was recruited for the RESTORE review to provide subject knowledge for
programme theory refinement, to optimise dissemination plans and to aid the generation of feasible
and practical recommendations. A total of 12 people were consulted throughout the review, including
doctors who have undergone a remediation programme, personnel who identify underperforming doctors
and initiate involvement in remediation programmes, personnel involved in the delivery of remediation
programmes, responsible officers, remediation coaches, remediation researchers, patient and public
representatives, and members of relevant medical bodies. Two-hour meetings with stakeholder group
members took place at regular intervals throughout the project. Individual telephone calls were also held
if stakeholders were not able to attend meetings (n= 4) and e-mail exchange was also used. A list of the
meetings that took place is presented in Table 1. The table includes the number of participants who attended
each meeting and the topics discussed. The review team members also attended stakeholder meetings.
In the early stages of the study, the review team struggled to recruit to the stakeholder group any
doctor who had undergone remediation. Members of the review team and stakeholder group used
existing contacts to try to recruit remediated doctors. The professional support unit at Health
Education England South West (Bristol, UK) was also approached by NB and they e-mailed all of their
trainees undergoing professional support to ask if they were interested in being involved in the
stakeholder group. As undergoing remediation is a sensitive issue, we offered the remediating doctor
the option of feeding into the stakeholder group via individual telephone calls. Finally, we recruited a
remediated doctor to the group in January 2019. TP had two meetings with this stakeholder who
provided valuable insight into the remediation process.
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We organised stakeholder meetings to take place at the University of Exeter Medical School (Exeter, UK). At
each meeting, a brief slide presentation was given by the review team at the start of the meeting to introduce
stakeholders to the topic under discussion.The programme theory was presented to the group in the form of
diagrams and statements in order to obtain stakeholders’ feedback.The final stakeholder group meeting
focused on the dissemination of the findings.The meetings were facilitated in an inclusive way, providing
everyone the opportunity to contribute and voice their opinion, whether or not they were in agreement.
All stakeholder meetings were audio-recorded.The recordings were not used as a form of data, but were
used to enable the project team to focus on the meeting, as opposed to being distracted by note-taking.
Stakeholders were informed of the purpose of the recording and verbal consent to audio-recording was
gained at the start of each meeting. Detailed summaries of the meeting were produced by TP and shared
with all members of the stakeholder group, regardless of whether or not they had attended the meeting.The
meeting notes were used to orientate the review and to inform programme theory development, and were
not used as primary data for analysis.The report does not include any direct quotations from these meetings.
The input of stakeholders in the review provided a reality check based on their ‘on the ground’ experiences
of remediation. The use of realist review terms was kept to a minimum in the meetings to avoid discussions
focusing too much on methodological concepts. Stakeholder involvement also contributed significantly to
refinement of recommendations and dissemination of findings in accessible formats.
Project start
• Set up project steering group
• Set up stakeholder group
Step 1: locate existing theories
• Exploratory searching
• Input from stakeholder group
• Develop initial programme theory
Step 2: search for evidence
• Develop, pilot and ref  ine search
• Screening
Step 3: article selection
• Relevance
• Rigour
Step 4: extracting and
data organising
• Microsoft Word (Microsoft
    Corporation, Redmond,
    WA, USA)
• NVivo (QSR International,






Iteratively develop and provide
recommendations
FIGURE 1 Flow diagram of the project. Dashed arrows to indicate iteration where necessary. Reproduced with permission
from Wong et al.32 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial
use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The figure includes
minor additions and formatting changes to the original figure.
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Patient and public involvement
The RESTORE review included strong patient and public involvement (PPI) throughout the project. LW,
our PPI representative, was a co-applicant and a member of the review team and attended all of the
team meetings, meaning that she had direct input into the management of the study from start to
finish. As well as LW, we also had further PPI input in the stakeholder meetings from a representative
from an existing PPI forum that we had established for two other studies on revalidation, funded by
the GMC and the Department of Health and Social Care. In the stakeholder meetings, patients and
members of the public provided significant input to programme theory development, often highlighting
unique aspects of the remediation process.
Steering group
A steering group was set up for the project and comprised the review team plus representatives from the
finance department and research and innovation department at the University of Plymouth. The steering
TABLE 1 Details of stakeholder group meeting
Date Stakeholder group members Key topics discussed
26 June 2018 Seven participants:
l one remediation coach
l one person involved in delivery of
remediation programmes
l one junior doctor
l one PPI member
l one researcher in remediation/specialty
trainee doctor
l one member of the PPAS
l one member of other relevant medical bodies
Explored definitions and conceptualisations
of remediation, when remediation works and
why, and definitions of a ‘practising doctor’
12 October 2018 Eight participants:
l one remediation coach
l one person involved in delivery of
remediation programmes
l one junior doctor
l one researcher in remediation
l one member of PPAS
l one member of other relevant medical bodies
l two PPI members
Discussed aspects of the emerging
programme theory, including the
identification of underperforming doctors,
intervention activities, processes
engendering behaviour change and the
concepts that might be important to CMOcs,
and how these reflected stakeholders’
experiences of remediation
16 May 2019 Five participants:
l one remediation coach
l two members of PPAS
l one PPI member
l one researcher
Continued to discuss findings of the review,
including remediating insight, autonomy and
professional identity, goal-setting, triggers
and consequences, and facilitating change
13 November 2019 Six participants:
l one remediation coach
l one junior doctor
l two members of PPAS
l one member of other relevant medical bodies
l one PPI member
Discussed and refined the recommendations
of the review and the dissemination strategy
CMOc, context–mechanism–outcome configuration; PPAS, Practitioner Performance Advice service; PPI, patient and
public involvement.
Reproduced with permission from Price et al.1 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build
upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/. The table includes minor additions and formatting changes to the original table.
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group met four times throughout the study (June and October 2018, and May and November 2019).
During these meetings, the steering group was updated about the progress of the study, provided
scientific and budget oversight, and made sure that the project was delivered as proposed in the protocol.
The steering group ratified all changes that were made during the study (e.g. the change of principal
investigator and other staff changes).
Step 1: locate existing theories
The purpose of this step was to locate existing theories that explain why, how, in what contexts,
for whom and to what extent remediation programmes for practising doctors work. This involved
identifying the theories that explain how remediation interventions are supposed to work to bring
about behavioural change in clinical settings. Having already established from previous systematic
reviews on the topic25–27 that there is limited theory underlying existing remediation interventions, the
realist review approach allowed for the literature net to be cast wider to include literature from other
fields and other professions, where potentially similar mechanisms may be in operation.
An initial programme theory was devised by TP and NB during the funding application phase of
the project (see Appendix 1). This initial programme theory included some early thoughts on the
mechanisms that may interact with important contexts to produce certain outcomes. The elements
incorporated in this programme theory were identified through literature included in the personal
libraries of TP, NB and JA, which had been carefully and purposefully collected on the topic area. This
initial programme theory was then shared with the review team and the stakeholder group for further
refinement. The informal searches carried out in step 1 were different from the more formal searching
that was carried out in step 2 (see Step 2: search strategy), as their purpose was to quickly identify the
kinds of theory that may be relevant. Therefore, exploratory and informal search methods, including
citation tracking and ‘snowballing’, were used.36 We carried out these informal searches during April
and May 2018. We used terms such as ‘remediation’ and ‘underperformance’ in Google Scholar (Google
Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA) and MEDLINE databases. Once the theories had been identified, we
built an initial programme theory to test in the review.
Step 2: search strategy
Formal search
In step 2, the goal was to find a body of relevant literature to further develop and refine the initial
programme theory developed in step 1. The searches were designed, piloted and carried out by AW, an
experienced information specialist with expertise in carrying out searches for realist reviews. AW used
MEDLINE (via Ovid) to develop the search strategy. An iterative process was adopted, whereby search
terms were added, removed and refined to achieve a balance of sensitivity and specificity in the results.
The overall aim was to capture a broad range of relevant literature while minimising irrelevant literature.
As the search developed, sample sets of results were screened by TP and NB. This facilitated the
selection of relevant search terms. In addition, highly relevant studies that had already been identified
by the review team through their own personal libraries were used to test the search strategy (i.e. if
these papers were returned in a particular search it confirmed the effectiveness of the search). The
final search strategy used a range of search terms for the concepts ‘remediation’, ‘performance’ and
‘doctors’, which were combined using the AND Boolean operator (see Appendix 1).
The following databases were searched on 4 June 2018: MEDLINE (via Ovid), EMBASE (via Ovid),
PsycINFO (via Ovid), Health Management Information Consortium (HMIC) (via Ovid), Cumulative Index
to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) (via EBSCOhost), Education Resources Information
Center (ERIC) (via EBSCOhost), Applied Social Sciences Index and Abstracts (ASSIA) (via ProQuest) and
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Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE) (via the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination).
The search syntax and indexing terms were amended where needed from the original MEDLINE for
use in these databases.
The search results were exported to EndNote X7 (Clarivate Analytics, Philadelphia, PA, USA) and
deduplicated using the ‘find duplicates’ function. The search strategies for the main database search are
reproduced in full in Appendix 1.
Inclusion criteria
The following inclusion criteria were applied.
l Aspect of remediation, including all documents that focus on the remediation of practising doctors.
We defined remediation as ‘an intervention, or suite of interventions, required in response to
assessment against threshold standards’.37
l Study design, including all study designs.
l Types of setting, including all documents about primary or secondary care settings.
l Types of participant, including all practising doctors. A practising doctor can be defined as a licensed
doctor who has graduated from medical school and is practising medicine. Studies about only
medical students were excluded.
l Outcome measures, including all remediation-related outcome measures.
l Language, including studies published in the English language.
l Publication date, including all studies published up until June 2018.
Additional searches
Although we conducted a grey literature search in the main search using HMIC, following a discussion with
our third stakeholder group, where some of the stakeholders highlighted the relevance of some key grey
literature, we decided to do a subsequent search specifically to identify grey literature. Searches for grey
literature were conducted on 25 June 2019. The following databases/websites were searched: Google
Scholar, OpenGrey, NHS England, North Grey Literature Collection, National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence Evidence, Electronic Theses Online Service, Health Systems Evidence and Turning Research
into Practice. The databases were searched with free-text keywords and controlled vocabulary where
appropriate, using terms such as remedi*, reskilling, and retraining, combined with the concept of doctors.
Citation searching was undertaken, including searches of the reference list of all included documents and
‘cited by’ searches of certain papers that were particularly rich in terms of building the programme theory.
The ‘cited by’ searches were undertaken using Google Scholar. Stakeholders were also asked to identify
any literature they thought relevant. Any literature identified through grey literature searching, citation
searching and via stakeholders that satisfied the inclusion criteria were included in the review.
The supplementary searches were purposive and undertaken on an ad hoc basis, as and when more
data were needed on specific theories regarding different aspects of our programme theory of how
remediation is supposed to work (e.g. insight, dissonance, psychological safety, feedback and behaviour
change). Google Scholar was searched using topic keywords. Once relevant references were found,
backwards and forwards citation searching techniques were used to identify further relevant papers.
Step 3: article selection
Documents were selected based on relevance (i.e. whether or not data can contribute to theory
development and refinement).38 We did not assess the rigour of the included studies, as we had already
established from previous systematic reviews on remediation that existing literature was of poor quality.
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An initial random sample of 10% was assessed and discussed by TP and NB to ensure that selection
decisions were made consistently. TP then screened all the remaining titles and abstracts to ensure that
they matched the inclusion and exclusion criteria. A 10% random sample was reviewed independently
by NB to ensure consistency around the application of the inclusion criteria. Very few inconsistencies
were identified, and these were resolved through discussion. All of the screening was carried out in
Rayyan. Rayyan is a free web application designed to help reviewers manage the screening process.
If TP was uncertain over the relevance of an article, then it was initially discussed with NB. If it was
still unresolved after discussion with NB, then it was discussed with the review team. The full texts of
included articles were screened again using the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Again, a 10% random
subsample was reviewed independently by NB to ensure consistency around the application of the
inclusion criteria. No inconsistencies were identified. The results were screened in alphabetical order.
TP read all of the included papers and ultimately included all documents or studies that contributed to
the development of some part of the programme theory.
Grey literature searches were exported into aMicrosoft Word document (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond,
WA, USA) and screened inWord by TP. NB carried out a 10% check to ensure consistency in article selection.
Step 4: extracting and organising data
Once article selection was complete, TP uploaded the electronic versions of the included articles into
NVivo 12 (QSR International, Warrington, UK) for further analysis. Articles were coded in alphabetical
order. The coding concentrated on the conceptual level of the data, categorising content into analytical
categories to enable these to be refined further. Therefore, we did not code the data in terms of
context, mechanisms and outcomes at this stage, but approached coding with an open mind to
understand what themes were emerging from the data. Initial coding categories included barriers
to and facilitators of remediation, strategies employed by remediation programmes and processes
engendering change. Coding was both inductive (i.e. the codes were identified from analysing the
literature) and deductive (i.e. the codes generated were informed by the initial programme theory,
stakeholder group discussions and exploratory literature searches). For example, insight was identified
as an important theme in the first stakeholder meeting and was present in some of the literature.
However, the way that insight was described by the stakeholder group covered a wider range of
subthemes than used specifically in the literature under the term ‘insight’. We therefore went back to
the literature to look for data on processes related to the way in which our stakeholder group had
described the concept of insight.
When conceptual coding was complete, we began to consider whether or not the categories
(or subcategories within them) contained data that could be identified as contexts, mechanisms and
outcomes. In other words, we applied a realist logic of analysis to make sense of the data (see Step 5:
synthesising evidence and drawing conclusions). Initially, we focused on the returned literature that
was richest in terms of theoretical depth. This allowed us to build context–mechanism–outcome
configurations (CMOcs) that could be tested with the data from the wider literature.
To develop and test (i.e. confirm, refute or refine) the CMOcs, TP presented the CMOcs in narrative
form on a Word document, along with extracted data to support the CMOcs plus a descriptive
explanation of each CMOc. These CMOcs were examined by the review team and further refined.
CMOc development was conducted using a realist logic of analysis, whereby we first considered the
outcomes (intermediate and/or final desired) that had been identified in the literature and by our
stakeholder group, and then worked backwards (using retroduction where needed) to infer the
mechanisms that might generate the outcome, and the contexts created by the remedial intervention
that might trigger the mechanism. In most cases, although the mechanisms were sometimes alluded
to, they were not directly referred to in the literature itself. In these cases, the review team would
suggest mechanisms that offered a potential ‘fit’ with the data. At this point, we conducted further
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supplementary searches to examine the literature relating to these mechanisms and to test whether or
not they offered a viable explanation in the CMOc. In some cases, mechanisms were derived from
substantive theory (the role of which is described in Use of substantive theory).
Throughout this process of CMOc development, we compared the CMOcs with the evolving
programme theory. The programme theory was updated periodically by TP, presented in diagrammatic
form with accompanying narrative explanation and discussed at review team meetings. It was
important to consider the relationship between the CMOcs and the programme theory. Although, for
the main part, the CMOcs would inform the shape of the programme theory, its overall shape enabled
us to consider other potentially important outcomes that required further investigation. It also enabled
us to consider the linkage between CMOcs and the sequence of intermediate outcomes.
Throughout the review, the programme theory was iteratively refined based on our interpretations
of the data included in the literature. The characteristics of the documents were extracted into a
Microsoft Excel® (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) spreadsheet separately for the results of
the main search and the supplementary searches (see Appendices 2 and 3).
Step 5: synthesising evidence and drawing conclusions
A realist logic of analysis was used to interrogate the data and develop and test the initial programme
theory, which we used to explain what it is about remediation of doctors that works and for whom,
in what circumstances and respect, and why. To develop, refine and test the programme theory, we
moved between the data (as extracted and coded in NVivo and Word documents) and the analysis,
advice and feedback offered by the review team and the stakeholder group. To operationalise a realist
logic of analysis, we asked these questions of our data (Box 1).
Throughout the review, we moved iteratively between the analysis of examples, refinement of
programme theory and further iterative searching for data to test specific parts of the programme
theory. The final realist programme theory is presented in a diagram and through a narrative
description of CMOcs.
As mechanisms were often hidden or not articulated very well, we used retroductive reasoning (see
Glossary) to infer and elaborate on the mechanisms. Retroductive analyses are analytical processes that
seek to identify the hidden causal processes that lie beneath identified patterns or changes in those
patterns.39 Therefore, our approach involved repeatedly going from data to theory, to refine explanations
about the occurrence of certain behaviours. We tried to construct these explanations at a level of
abstraction that would encompass a range of phenomena or patterns of behaviour.
We tried to identify relationships between contexts, mechanisms and outcomes within individual
studies, but also across different sources (i.e. inferred mechanisms from one study could help explain
the way contexts influenced outcomes in another study). The synthesis of data from different sources
was often required to compile CMOcs, as not all parts of the configurations were always present in the
same source.
In summary, the process of evidence synthesis was achieved by the following analytical processes:
l juxtaposition of sources of evidence (i.e. where evidence about behaviour change in one source
allows insights into evidence about outcomes in another source)
l reconciling of sources of evidence (e.g. when results differ in similar situations, these are further
examined to find explanations for these differences)
l consolidation of sources of evidence (i.e. where different outcomes occur in similar contexts,
reasons can be developed as to how and why these outcomes happen differently).
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Use of substantive theory
In realist reviews, a substantive theory is an existing and established theory within a particular subject
area that describes patterns of behaviours at a greater level of abstraction from the intervention than
is the aim of a realist review.35 A substantive theory can help to make sense of emerging CMOc
patterns and, therefore, aid in their development and/or may be used to provide an analogy (i.e. situate
the causal explanation provided by the CMOcs with what is already known from existing research).
In some cases, substantive theories, particularly related to behaviour change, were cited or alluded to
in the returned papers. However, much of the literature was not very theoretically rich. In these
instances, substantive theory drawn from outside the returned literature became an important
BOX 1 Operationalising a realist logic of analysis
Relevance
Are the contents of a section of text within an included article referring to data that might be relevant to
programme theory development?
Judgements about trustworthiness and rigour
Are these data sufficiently trustworthy to warrant making changes to the programme theory?
Interpretation of meaning
If the section of text is relevant and trustworthy enough, does its contents provide data that may be
interpreted as being context, mechanism or outcome?
Interpretations and judgements about CMOcs
What is the CMOc (partial or complete) for the data?
Are there data to inform CMOcs contained within this article or another included article? If so, which
other article?
How does this CMOc relate to CMOcs that have already been developed?
Interpretations and judgements about programme theory
How does this (full or partial) CMOc relate to the programme theory?
Within this same article, are there data that inform how the CMOc relates to the programme theory?
If not, are there data in other articles? Which ones?
In the light of this CMOc and any supporting data, does the programme theory need to be changed?
Reproduced with permission from Papoutsi et al.39 Contains information licensed under the
Non-Commercial Government Licence v2.0.
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component in CMOc development. Some of the theories that informed the development of the
programme theory related to the way in which remediation was conceptualised. Early in the review,
through discussions among the review team and the stakeholder group, we began to conceptualise
remediation as practice change, rather than an educational process. This drew us to theories of
behaviour change to help make sense of the intermediate outcomes in the remediation process.
In other cases, substantive theory would be drawn from previous realist research that considered
interventions with similar contexts.
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Results of the review
The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flow diagram
(Figure 2) reports the number of studies identified, included and excluded. A description of the
characteristics of the included studies is available in Appendices 3–7. The main search returned 4554
articles. Of these articles, 114 were included in the review. A further 27 articles were returned from
the additional searches (i.e. citation searches, grey literature searches, requests to stakeholders and
supplementary searches).
Study characteristics
Of the 141 studies included in the review, 64% related to North America, with 14% coming from the
UK. The majority of studies were published between 2008 and 2018 (72%). Forty per cent of the



































Included articles from formal search
(n = 114)
Records identif ied through
additional searches
(n = 27)
Articles included in realist synthesis
(n = 141)
FIGURE 2 The PRISMA flow diagram. Reproduced with permission from Price et al.1 This is an Open Access article
distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others
to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited.
See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The figure includes minor additions and formatting changes to the
original figure.
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articles were commentaries, 37% were research papers and 31% were case studies. Of the research
papers, 64% were quantitative, 19% were literature reviews and 14% were qualitative. Forty per
cent of the articles were about junior doctors/residents and 31% were about practising physicians,
whereas 17% were a mixture of both (with some including medical students). Forty per cent of studies
focused on remediating all areas of clinical practice, including medical knowledge, clinical skills and
professionalism. Twenty-seven per cent of studies focused on only professionalism and 19% focused on
knowledge and/or clinical skills. Thirty-two per cent of studies described a remediation intervention,
16% outlined strategies for designing remediation programmes and 11% outlined remediation models.
Appendices 3–7 provide a more in-depth overview of the characteristics of the included studies.
Conceptualisation of remediation and implication for the review
The purpose of this review is to gain a better understanding of what is working in remediation
programmes to produce their effects. There is already an extensive literature on how doctors or
trainees learn at different stages of their career, but remediation is a particular type of intervention,
describing the process by which doctors are returned to safe levels of practice after having fallen
below accepted standards. We decided in the early review meetings that the most useful approach
to focus our review was to start to identify what was unique about remediation compared with,
for example, medical education or, indeed, education more generally.
Remediation is, by definition, concerned with rectifying underperformance or poor behaviour. In the
case of medicine, a remedial intervention is linked to a judgement on an individual’s fitness to practise
medicine safely (i.e. relating to threshold standards of competence). This link between performance
standards and patient safety associates remediation with failure, because the safe practice of medicine
is the sine qua non of the medical profession.8,40,41 However, at the same time, implicit in the term
‘remediation’ itself and the process it describes is the potential for remedy.8 Therefore, remediation is
conceptually nebulous. A study of stakeholders involved in remediation in Canada revealed that they
held a dual conceptualisation of remediation (i.e. remediation was understood as both an educational
and a regulatory intervention).13 This latter conceptualisation directly links to the inherent association
between remediation and the minimum standards required for practice. Remediation may be seen as a
direct threat to professional practice, which is a particular challenge as it discourages doctors from
self-identifying as needing help and engaging with remediation processes at an early stage.
In this sense, these interventions ‘work’ when they can create the opportunities and resources to overcome
the barriers that are unique to remediation. Some of the more theoretically rich literature, combined with
early discussions with stakeholders, led us to conceptualise remediation not so much as an educational
intervention, but a change in practice and behaviours that would influence the learning experience.
Reference to behaviour change theory early in the review, combined with stakeholder and review team
discussions, enabled us to tease out the various outcomes that were relevant to CMOc building.
This conceptualisation has informed the development of the programme theory and, therefore, the
structure of the way in which the results are reported here. Although remediation is by no means
a linear process, there is a logical sequence whereby certain outcomes would precede others.
Accordingly, the results are grouped into three categories, based around the kinds of outcome that
occur at these stages in a remediation process: (1) insight, (2) motivation and (3) practice change.
Within these three broad categories, the results are organised around the intervention strategies that
are used to facilitate these outcomes.
Despite the logical sequence of the outcomes, it is important to emphasise that, early on, we identified
remediation as a non-linear and an iterative process. For example, although a degree of insight into the
nature of a problem may be an important outcome that precedes a remediating doctor from being
motivated to change, insight can further develop all the way through a remediation programme.
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The results are presented here in such a way as to ensure that they are both accessible and academically
robust. Each section begins with a narrative explanation of how the different parts of the remediation
process work to produce a particular outcome. This is then followed by a realist explanation in the form
of a series of CMOcs, alongside a comprehensive explanation of the evidence base underpinning the
CMOcs. The realist explanations for the CMOcs will include reference to substantive theory, where
necessary. The purpose of structuring the findings in this way is so that the findings can be read and
understood without having to read the realist explanations. The realist explanations of how we arrived
at those findings are important for transparency. To provide a full and coherent explanation of our
findings, there are elements of discussion in this chapter.
Summary of CMOcs
Table 2 provides a summary of the 29 CMOcs identified through our research in their three main
clusters. This constitutes our final programme theory. The programme theory is also presented
graphically in Figure 3.
TABLE 2 Summary of CMOcs
Cluster/CMOc Summary
Insight
Providing safe spaces and using advocacy to develop trust in the remediation process
CMOc 1 When a remediating doctor fears the consequences of remediation or does not trust the
remediation process (C), an environment of trust will not develop (O) because they do not feel
psychologically safe (M). An intervention strategy that can be used to change this context is the
provision of a safe space where issues can be discussed in confidence
CMOc 2 When a remediating doctor feels that their discussions are confidential and is able to express any
negative emotions they feel (C), they will be more likely to feel psychologically safe (M), leading to
an environment of trust (O) and a readiness to explore perceptions of their performance (O)
CMOc 3 When a remediating doctor experiences empathy and positive regard (C), psychological safety is
invoked (M), leading to a trusting relationship (O) and a readiness to explore perceptions of their
performance (O). Advocacy may be used as an intervention strategy to provide opportunities for the
remediating doctor to experience empathy and positive regard
CMOc 4 If a remediating doctor has their motivations validated (C) then this may invoke psychological safety
(M), leading to an environment of trust (O) and a readiness to explore others’ perceptions of their
performance (O). An intervention strategy that may be used to provide validation is advocacy,
where the advocate can acknowledge the motivations of the remediating doctor and their dedication.
The role of an advocate may be most effective when the advocate has no role in the summative
judgements about the remediating doctor
Framing feedback 1: juxtaposition
CMOc 5 When a remediating doctor’s perceptions of good practice/behaviour are juxtaposed against data on
their actual practice/behaviour (C) then this may lead to an uncomfortable professional dissonance
(M), which, in turn, invokes an acceptance of the need to change (O)
Framing feedback 2: specific data from different sources
CMOc 6 When feedback contains specific performance data and/or clear examples of reported behaviours,
and is derived from a number of different sources (C), it is more likely to be validated by the
remediating doctor (M), leading to an awareness of the discrepancy between perceived and actual
performance or behaviours (O)
CMOc 7 When a remediating doctor accepts that their perceptions of their performance or behaviours are
not the same as their actual performance or behaviour (C), dissonance (M) leads to an acceptance of
the need to change (O)
CMOc 8 When feedback is perceived as a generalised judgement about an individual doctor, the remediating
doctor is more likely to be defensive (C) and, therefore, go into denial (M), leading to rejection of the
feedback (O) and/or rejection of the standards to which that feedback pertains (O)
continued
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TABLE 2 Summary of CMOcs (continued )
Cluster/CMOc Summary
Framing feedback 3: affirmation, normative frameworks and feedback standard discrepancy
CMOc 9 When a remediating doctor perceives remediation to be a threat to their career or their professional
identity (C) then they may deny either the veracity of the feedback itself or the standard to which they
are being held (M), leading to non-engagement in the programme (O) or superficial engagement (O)
CMOc 10 If a coach or mentor is able to affirm a remediating doctor’s strengths and offer perspective (C) then
the doctor is more likely to accept negative feedback (O) because they have received professional
affirmation (M)
CMOc 11 If feedback data are presented in a way that makes the problem seem manageable (C) then
dissonance (M) may lead to the doctor accepting the need to change performance or behaviours (O).
Intervention strategies that make issues seem manageable include affirming prior achievements,
breaking up issues into manageable chunks and setting realistic goals
CMOc 12 If feedback is framed in terms of a remediating doctor’s professional values (C) then a mechanism of
normative enticement (M) may lead to accepting the need to change (O)
CMOc 13 In the context of a remediating doctor who accepts that there is a performance issue but does not
receive validation of their professional motives/unconditional positive regard/affirmation of their
professional identity (C) then identity dissonance (M) may lead to rejection of medical professional
identity (O)
Motivation
Involving the remediating doctor in remediation planning
CMOc 14 If the remediating doctor has a role in planning aspects of the remediation process (C) then they
may perceive that they have some control over the process (perceived agency) (M) and be
intrinsically motivated to change (O)
CMOc 15 When a remediating doctor rejects their professional identity (C) then they lack the motivation to
change (O) because of normative rejection (M). Intervention strategies that can mitigate against a
loss of professional identity include maintaining a degree of autonomy for the remediating doctor in
the remediation programme
Correcting causal attribution
CMOc 16 When the remediating doctor is able to identify those aspects of their performance or behaviour
that have caused problems that they can change (C) then they have more perceived control over the
process (M), leading to greater motivation to engage (O)
CMOc 17 When a remediating doctor is given specific strategies for learning or behaving (C) then, because of
improved self-efficacy (M), they have greater motivation (O)
CMOc 18 When a remediating doctor explores their own emotional triggers (C) then they are less likely to
react to these triggers (O) because they are self-aware (M)
Goal-setting
CMOc 19 When the remediating doctor has a clear goal and a realistic sense that a goal is achievable (C) then
they may have greater belief in their own ability to achieve these goals (self-efficacy) (M), which may
lead to more motivation to change (O). Interventions that may create this context include SMART
goal-setting strategies
Destigmatising remediation
CMOc 20 When the process of remediation is reframed in a more positive light (C) then the remediating
doctor feels more psychologically safe (M), leading to greater motivation to engage in the
programme (O)
CMOc 21 When remediation is framed as punishment (C) and/or when a community of practice stigmatises
those who have to be remediated (C) then the remediating doctor may feel alienated from their
peers (M), leading to a sense of isolation (O)
CMOc 22 When a doctor feels isolated from their peers (C) then normative rejection (M) may lead to a lack
of motivation to change (O). Remediating in groups and/or networking with peers undergoing
remediation may lessen the sense of isolation
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Facilitating remediation: developing insight
Based on our analysis and interpretation of the data, a remediating doctor must have insight for
remediation to be successful. If they do not have insight going into remediation, then the remediation
programme must work to help them develop insight. Insight is mentioned in a number of the returned
papers,7,40,42–50 but two papers,42,43 in particular, have been useful in conceptualising insight in the
context of remediation. Hays et al.43 note that the term insight has been poorly defined in the setting
of medical education, and that, in this setting, insight may be a combination of awareness of one’s own
and others’ performance and the capacity to reflect. Brown et al.42 discuss insight as a readiness to
explore, intellectually and emotionally, our own and others’ thoughts and behaviours. Taken together,
and considering the unique circumstances surrounding remediation, insight can be understood as
comprising two different aspects, which we have used to help delineate some of the outcomes of the
remediation processes in this review:
1. a readiness to explore others’ perceptions of one’s own behaviour or performance, and to validate
those perceptions
2. acceptance that one’s own performance or behaviour is divergent from accepted standards.
TABLE 2 Summary of CMOcs (continued )
Cluster/CMOc Summary
Clarity of consequence
CMOc 23 When a remediating doctor understands the consequences of not changing their behaviour or
improving performance (C) then they may be able to evaluate the costs and benefits of change (M),
and may be motivated to engage with remediation (O) or change their goal (O)
Facilitating practice change
Practising new behaviours/skills
CMOc 24 With repeated performance of correct behaviours or skills (C), performance or behaviour improves
(O) because of repetition (i.e. practice) (M). This practice can be in situ if appropriate, but can be
simulated if needed
CMOc 25 When repeated performance is accompanied by appropriate feedback and guided reflection (C) then
positive improvements are more likely (O) because the remediating doctor is able to integrate new
knowledge and experiences into their learning (M)
Guided reflection
CMOc 26 When a remediating doctor has been guided through what the feedback means (C) then they are
more likely to engage with the feedback (O) because it makes sense to them (M). Intervention
strategies that may help to bring this about include regular face-to-face meetings and open
reflective questioning from a trained coach
CMOc 27 When feedback makes sense to a remediating doctor (C), dissonance is more likely to be invoked (M),
leading to the remediating doctor gaining further insight into their performance or behaviours (O)
CMOc 28 When the process of reflection is guided by someone from outside the remediating doctor’s
employing organisation (C) then the feedback will be perceived as less threatening (M), leading to
more meaningful reflection (O)
CMOc 29 When a remediating doctor is allowed to develop and keep a reflective log that is meaningful to
them (C), they have the opportunity to integrate their new learning and experiences (M), leading to
insight into their own progress (O) and sustained changes in performance or behaviour (O). This may
work best when the reflective logs are not assessed, but when their completion is nonetheless verified
C, context; M, mechanism; O, outcome; SMART, specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, time bound.
Reproduced with permission from Price et al.1 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build
upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/. The table includes minor additions and formatting changes to the original table.
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Providing safe spaces and using advocacy to develop trust in the remediation process
As remediation is a threat to a doctor’s professional identity, and may also be perceived as a threat to
their career, feelings such as anger and mistrust may prevent a doctor from even engaging with negative
feedback on their performance or behaviour.51 A recurring theme in the literature is that a remediating
doctor is more likely to be ready to explore and to validate others’ perceptions of their behaviour or
performance if they have trust in the people involved in remediation and trust in the process of
remediation itself.
The actual word ‘trust’, although used on occasion,52,53 does not appear frequently in the returned
literature. However, the idea of developing trusting relationships is implicit in a number of papers.49,50,52,54–62
Trust also emerged as an important theme in the stakeholder meetings. To develop this relationship, the
literature points to features of remediation programmes that might bring about trust. In particular,
the literature noted the importance of developing safe spaces and using advocacy to engender
trusting relationships.
The literature describes the need to create a ‘safe space’ in which a confidential discussion can take
place, without fear of sanction or judgement.49,52,54,55,57–62 A safe space is important because remediating
doctors usually fear the consequences of being identified as needing remediation. One aspect of
creating a safe space is to provide assurance of confidentiality. The literature refers to conversations in
a remediation process that are not only confidential, but allow the remediating doctor the opportunity
to express negative emotions, such as anger and shame, that might be invoked by being identified as
needing remediation.44,54 Our stakeholders suggested that this provision of confidentiality may also
facilitate the remediating doctor to express any mental health issues that may not have come to light.
Trust can also be developed through building personal relationships during the process of remediation.
Sometimes, such a relationship is described in the context of a coaching model53–56,59,60,63–66 and elsewhere
in terms of a mentoring programme.44,48,49,55,63,67–75 Regardless of the term used, a key focus in the
literature is that someone in the remediation programme takes on the role of being an advocate for the
remediating doctor.
Advocacy is described as offering ‘unconditional positive regard’76 in the context of a one-to-one
relationship in a remediation programme. Empathy and validation are key to this role,75 which has been
described as a ‘therapeutic relationship’.77 In practice, this may mean empathising on specific issues, such
as working conditions being very challenging, and acknowledging that others have similar struggles,55 or
that behavioural norms have changed since the remediating doctor did their training.76 Shapiro et al.53
point to the importance of validating a doctor’s good motivations, even if the ultimate goal is to reach
a point where the remediating doctor understands that they were not acting in a way that was
compatible with this motive.53
The person performing this advocacy role may be a senior doctor76 or a peer55,71 in a role labelled as
either coach, mentor or other. A key point noted in a number of papers is that advocacy is deemed to
be most effective when the individual fulfilling this function has no role in the summative evaluation of
the remediating doctor or the final outcome of the process.54,56,76 The advocate does not necessarily
have to be intimately involved with the delivery of the remediation programme, but should be familiar
with the case.78 Our stakeholders suggested that this individual should be someone who is chosen by
the doctor. Having this supportive relationship and non-judgemental encouragement allows for trust to
develop, which, in turn, means that the remediating doctor is more likely to engage in the process and
be ready to explore concerns about their performance or behaviour.
Realist analysis of providing safe spaces and using advocacy to develop trust in the
remediation process
Extract 1 (Box 2) is typical of the way in which insight is addressed in the literature (i.e. a lack of insight
is a barrier to remediation, but is potentially remediable). The emphasis on the importance of insight
RESULTS
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BOX 2 Illustrative data extracts used to support the realist analysis of trust and safe spaces to nurture insight
1. Paice:46
The question of insight is one that tends to come up whenever underperformance is discussed . . .
studies on this phenomenon have shown that when offered extra training in the activity concerned the poor
performers improve . . . This research suggests that lack of insight . . . [is] not an unsurmountable obstacle
to remediation.
2. Egener:76
Confidentiality is critical to the physician/client’s honest disclosure of events and his or her personal reactions
to those events.
3. Kalet et al.:54
It [coaching relationships] allows a safe space for a learner to express vulnerable emotions such as anger,
shame, sadness, or to explain cultural issues that may have arisen. These issues generally must be recognized
and validated before the majority of remediation can occur.
4. Kimatian and Lloyd:44
A compassionate and empathetic approach to the remediation process should include an opportunity for the
resident to have a frank, honest, and private discussion with a trusted mentor, advisor, or objective coach
or counselor.
5. Samenow et al.:79
The priority of the program’s first day is to create a safe environment conducive to transformative learning.
Ground rules, including confidentiality, are established.
6. Shapiro et al.:53
In developing a system for reporting, evaluating, and responding to professionalism lapses, we created a
process that is confidential, centralized, clear, and respectful.
7. Shapiro et al.:41
Denial is often based on a profound fear of the external and internal consequences of accepting the
judgement of others. Thus it is important to create an environment that is as psychologically safe for the
resident as possible.
8. Whiteman and Jamieson:49
We start by discussing their situation and exploring their narrative account, trying to harness the work
done in their last GP appraisal – often viewed in a positive light as a piece of work done by a
non-judgemental peer.
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9. Papadakis et al.:58
The core message of this [first] meeting is: ‘We have important feedback that you need to hear . . . We value
you, and we want to support you in your efforts to change’.
10. Paglia and Frishman:80
For a concerned programme director, denial that there is even a problem is often the major barrier to assisting
a resident in the process of remediation. One way to circumvent denial is to provide a safe environment.
11. Egener:76
While the process is framed as education, in truth it is a therapeutic relationship, not unlike the
patient–physician relationship. Empathy, genuineness, and unconditional positive regard are the most
transformative elements of such relationships.
12. Mar et al.:71
The events leading to the decision for the need of and the conduct of a remediation plan are likely to involve
some element of controversy. The resultant stress may be mitigated by the presence of an advocate at any
meetings with the resident, by ensuring a fair process.
13. Smith et al.:78
The resident is under stress during this process and benefits from general encouragement in efforts to improve
from the cheerleaders.
14. Sargeant et al.:55
To his surprise, as he talks with the facilitator and shares his dismay at these results and his frustration about
not being able to do anything, he finds that the facilitator understands his perspectives and confirms that he
is not alone – others feel this way, too.
15. Egener:76
The physician/consultant [person acting as coach or mentor] validated his sense of unfairness at having to
change behavior that had previously been tolerated.
16. Kalet et al.:54
It is worth the effort to identify a ‘neutral party’ to conduct at least some of the remediation so that program
leaders are freer to make difficult decisions if need be . . . it ensures that the learner can develop in a safe
environment without threat of high stakes reprisal.
17. Warburton and Mahan:56
We advocate use of the term coaching to signify a process by which a struggling trainee receives
individualized mentorship and guidance from an individual who is committed to his/her success and is not
directly involved in his/her reassessment.
BOX 2 Illustrative data extracts used to support the realist analysis of trust and safe spaces to nurture insight (continued )
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was mirrored in the stakeholder group discussions, in which a lack of insight was unequivocally
associated with failure in remediation. The link between establishing safe spaces because of the
reactions and vulnerability of the remediating doctor is drawn from data such as those in extracts 2–6
(see Box 2) and was verified explicitly in the stakeholder group discussions. The stakeholder group,
both within meetings and in later e-mail exchanges, also emphasised the importance of trust as an
important outcome when someone feels psychologically safe.
Therefore, CMOc 1 establishes the context that remediation is feared by those who engage in the
process and that they will not engage if they do not feel psychologically safe (Table 3). CMOcs 2–4
refer to the role of psychological safety as a generative mechanism that leads to outcomes of trust
and, because there is trust, a readiness to explore performance or behavioural concerns. Only one
paper41 that was returned in the remediation literature search explicitly mentions psychological safety
(see Box 2, extract 7). Psychological safety was examined as a concept at the suggestion of a member
of the review team. We subsequently conducted a supplementary literature search to examine whether
or not the concept was appropriate to help understand the causal mechanisms at work in building
trusting relationships.
18. Egener:76
The consultant assumes the roles of coach, mentor, or teacher, but for several reasons the referring source
must remain the sole evaluator of success.
19. Shearer et al.:47
Most institutions implemented some form of mentorship program for residents in remediation. It was
commonly specified that a mentor . . . must be someone who would not play an evaluative role with
the resident.
BOX 2 Illustrative data extracts used to support the realist analysis of trust and safe spaces to nurture insight (continued )
TABLE 3 Realist analysis of providing safe spaces and using advocacy to develop trust in the remediation process
CMOc Description
1 When a remediating doctor fears the consequences of remediation or does not trust the remediation process
(C), an environment of trust will not develop (O) because they do not feel psychologically safe (M). An
intervention strategy that can be used to change this context is the provision of a safe space where issues
can be discussed in confidence
2 When a remediating doctor feels that their discussions are confidential and is able to express any negative
emotions they feel (C), they will be more likely to feel psychologically safe (M), leading to an environment of
trust (O) and a readiness to explore perceptions of their performance (O)
3 When a remediating doctor experiences empathy and positive regard (C), psychological safety is invoked (M),
leading to a trusting relationship (O) and a readiness to explore perceptions of their performance (O).
Advocacy may be used as an intervention strategy to provide opportunities for the remediating doctor to
experience empathy and positive regard
4 If a remediating doctor has their motivations validated (C) then this may invoke psychological safety (M),
leading to an environment of trust (O) and a readiness to explore others’ perceptions of their performance
(O). An intervention strategy that may be used to provide validation is advocacy, where the advocate can
acknowledge the motivations of the remediating doctor and their dedication. The role of an advocate may be
most effective when the advocate has no role in the summative judgements about the remediating doctor
C, context; M, mechanism; O, outcome.
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The literature returned in the supplementary search showed that psychological safety was specifically
concerned with developing trust within the contexts where perceptions of risk and fear are prevalent.
Extract 3 (Box 3), from the most recent study83 we could find on psychological safety in medical education,
also discusses its importance in relation to building relationships of trust. This focus on overcoming
perceptions of risk and threat is well suited to the environment of remediation and provides a credible
explanation of how intervention strategies can create the contexts that lead to trusting relationships
in a remediation programme, in turn leading to a readiness to explore a problem. As a mechanism,
psychological safety describes a process in which the opportunities and resources provided by the
programme (i.e. the provision of a safe space and the advocacy role) alter the reasoning of individuals,
enabling them to take the psychological risk of exploring their performance or behaviour.
These CMOcs identify the different contexts that can facilitate psychological safety, including a confidential
and safe space for discussion and support provided by advocacy. Some papers note that part of this
advocacy role may be acknowledging a doctor’s intentions and professional motives. Extracts 8–15
(see Box 2) imply that a more psychologically safe environment can be created with such validation, and
this has informed the contexts noted in CMOc 2.
For CMOcs 3 and 4, we assert that the advocacy role may be most effective when this individual has no
role in summative judgements about the performance of the doctor, and this point is explicitly noted in
the literature (see Box 2, extracts 16–19). Although not developed in the literature, the notion of trust
here offers a reasonable explanation (i.e. if someone is feeling judged then it is likely to be more difficult
for them to build a trusting relationship and feel that they are being validated). This was also noted in
stakeholder group discussions.
If a remediating doctor is ready to explore a potential behavioural or performance concern, and there
is enough trust to validate others’ perceptions and judgements, a further aspect of developing insight
is to accept the need to improve performance or change behaviour.84 The acceptance comes when a
remediating doctor realises that their behaviours or performance do not meet the standards that they
BOX 3 Illustrative quotations supporting the realist analysis of psychological safety as a mechanism returned through
supplementary searching
1. Newman et al.:81
[Psychological safety is] the degree to which people view the environment as conducive to interpersonally
risky behaviours.
2. Edmondson et al.:82
Psychological safety today is seen as especially important for enabling learning and change in contexts
characterized by high stakes, complexity, and essential human interactions, such as hospital operating rooms
. . . psychological safety plays a vital role in helping people overcome barriers to learning and change in
interpersonally challenging work environments.
3. Tsuei et al.:83
PS [psychological safety] appeared to free them to focus on learning in the present moment without
considering the consequences for their image in the eyes of others. Feeling safe also seemed to facilitate
relationship building with the mentors.
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consider to be important to the practice of medicine. However, as noted above, the fear and anger that
accompany remediation may mean that, rather than accept these standards, a remediating doctor may
just reject them or reject the feedback itself. Therefore, the important question is how can feedback be
delivered in such a way that a remediating doctor accepts that they must improve their performance
or change their behaviour?
Framing feedback 1: juxtaposition
One strategy is to use the remediation process to elicit the remediating doctor’s own ideas about
what makes a good doctor, and then compare their own behaviours to these standards. One ethics
remediation programme in the USA starts by asking all participants on the first day of the programme
to describe the ‘ideal healer’. On the second day of the programme the participants describe their
own actions and are presented with their previous ideals.85,86 The authors expressly stated that the
purpose of these programmes is to create a ‘professional dissonance’ or ‘ethical discomfort’85 that can
be reconciled through an acceptance that the remediating doctor’s behaviour does not conform to
the expectations of either the profession or the remediating doctor’s idea of what constitutes a good
doctor. As these values come from the remediating doctor, rather than an external source, they may
be perceived as being more authentic and less challengeable.
Acceptance may also occur when a remediating doctor’s own perceptions of their performance or
behaviours are juxtaposed with the perceptions of trusted colleagues. Samenow et al.79 describe a
university hospital’s professional behaviours remediation programme. The first part of the programme
for a referred doctor involves collecting feedback on behaviour from different members of staff.
Similar to the aforementioned ethics remediation programme, the express purpose is to create a
‘disorientating dilemma’ where the remediating doctor contrasts their own perceptions of their
behaviour with that of their colleagues. Another version of the juxtaposition strategy is to use video
simulations in which actors act out unprofessional behaviours. The remediating doctor views a number
of simulations, the last of which (unbeknown to them) has been specifically devised to show behaviours
similar to their own behaviours.65 Again, the purpose here seems to be contrasting their views on
professional behaviours with their own behaviours.
Realist analysis of framing feedback using juxtaposition
Dissonance as a mechanism appears quite explicitly in the literature. In Box 4, extracts 2 and 3 discuss
this in almost realist terms. In describing the disorientating dilemma or ethics discomfort that is induced
through the strategy of juxtaposition, the authors offer a causal explanation of the way in which change
can occur. This is based on the premise that the remediating doctor must accept the need to change
performance or behaviour, which is noted or implied throughout much of the literature. This was also a
continuing theme in stakeholder group discussions. Similarly, in extract 4, a process of guided reflection
is used to enable the remediating doctor to compare their own actions with how they were perceived
by others.
Context–mechanism–outcome configuration 5 (Table 4) describes the process whereby strategies that
create this juxtaposition invoke change through dissonance. The outcome created here is the acceptance
of the discrepancy between their own and acceptable behaviours.
Framing feedback 2: specific data from different sources
Gaining insight from accepting feedback is important at all stages of remediation. Initial presentation of
feedback may be part of what Papadakis et al.58 have termed the ‘feedback conversation’.58 As remediation
progresses, feedback and reflection on new skills and progress will create more insight and more progress.
Trust may then link into feedback, in that the remediating doctor may react more readily to the feedback
received if they have a trusting relationship.
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A frequently identified barrier to successful remediation is the negative emotions of the remediating
doctor throughout the remediation process.49,51 In the remediation environment, therefore, providing
feedback does not mean that feedback will automatically effect behaviour change.55 Rejecting feedback
may be likely throughout remediation. One of the contexts that may lead to a rejection of feedback is
when a doctor perceives that accepting the feedback is a threat to their career or their professional
identity.51 There are a number of strategies within the literature that are used to manipulate the
context within remediation programmes to mitigate or ameliorate these emotional barriers to engaging
in remediation.
A relatively common argument in the literature (and one that also arose in the stakeholder group) is
that feedback needs to be as clear and as specific as possible so that it might not be so easily dismissed
or discredited. In particular, the feedback should be articulated in ways that are unambiguous and
objective.52,63,65,71,88,89
BOX 4 Illustrative data extracts used to support the realist analysis of acceptance and change
1. Caldicott and d’Oronzio:85
If the goal of the Program is to revitalize a commitment to the profession and reinforce its ethical values . . .
the first two modules provide the experiential basis, ethical discomfort, and emotional energy for the
undertaking. The task of the remaining five modules is to . . . create professional dissonance.
2. d’Oronzio:86
The contrast between knowing the idealized virtues and behaving in ways judged to be unprofessional creates
a dramatic, dynamic tension.
3. Samenow et al.:79
The survey serves two purposes: to give objective feedback to physicians on how they are perceived, which
they can then compare with their self-perceptions, and to monitor progress post intervention for as long
as necessary.
4. Rumack et al.:87
We have found that some residents recognize such [unprofessional] behaviors only when they are videotaped
and given directed feedback.
TABLE 4 Realist analysis of framing feedback using juxtaposition
CMOc Description
5 When a remediating doctor’s perceptions of good practice/behaviour are juxtaposed against data on their
actual practice/behaviour (C) then this may lead to an uncomfortable professional dissonance (M), which, in
turn, invokes an acceptance of the need to change (O)
C, context; M, mechanism; O, outcome.
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This is particularly challenging when the issue is a behavioural one, as specific and direct feedback is
difficult to gather. However, it is also particularly important, as receiving feedback that is non-specific
may be interpreted by the remediating doctor as being victimised by the organisation or specific
individuals within it. This raises the issue of the role of soft intelligence (i.e. an ear to the ground)
within remediation programmes. The literature suggests that soft intelligence may be particularly
useful in gaining a better understanding of the nature of performance or behavioural concerns and,
therefore, help tailor a remediation programme appropriately.50,52,56,66,67,69,73,79,87,89–93 However, such data
may be less useful in invoking behaviour change for the participant, given the importance attached to
specific and unambiguous feedback.
In addition to having specific data, remediating doctors are more likely to validate feedback when it
is derived from multiple sources.42,46,52,58,79 Although the reason for this is not really described in the
literature, it seems logical that feedback is much more difficult to deny if it comes from a range of
sources. Patient feedback may be particularly useful, as provision of safe and effective care is central
to medical professional identity (see Framing feedback 3: affirmation, normative frameworks and feedback
standard discrepancy).
Realist analysis of how specific feedback from different sources can lead to acceptance
Context–mechanism–outcome configuration 6 is derived from a substantial body of literature that suggests
that feedback is more effective when it is specific (Table 5). This is clearly supported in Box 5, extracts 1–3,
whereas extract 7 notes that feedback in the absence of specific data may be unconvincing. The importance
of a variety of sources of feedback is noted in a number of the extracts (see Box 5) and was strongly
supported in stakeholder group meetings. Validation describes a simple but important mechanism whereby,
once the feedback is recognised as a legitimate and accurate description of behaviour, the remediating
doctor will logically recognise the discrepancy between their own perceptions of their performance or
behaviour, and others’ perceptions.
In CMOc 7, this outcome of the gap between the remediating doctor’s perceptions and the actual
behaviours or performance becomes the new context that triggers the mechanism of dissonance.
CMOc 8 describes what happens when feedback is not framed in this way and therefore becomes
perceived as a generalised judgement on the remediating doctor as a person. Denial (discussed in more
detail in Realist analysis of framing feedback: affirmation, normative frameworks and feedback standard
discrepancy) is the remediating doctor’s way of reconciling the uncomfortable professional dissonance
they experience.
TABLE 5 Realist analysis of how specific feedback from different sources can lead to acceptance
CMOc Description
6 When feedback contains specific performance data and/or clear examples of reported behaviours, and
is derived from a number of different sources (C), it is more likely to be validated by the remediating
doctor (M), leading to an awareness of the discrepancy between perceived and actual performance or
behaviours (O)
7 When a remediating doctor accepts that their perceptions of their performance or behaviours are not the
same as their actual performance or behaviours (C), dissonance (M) leads to an acceptance of the need to
change (O)
8 When feedback is perceived as a generalised judgement about an individual doctor, the remediating doctor
is more likely to be defensive (C) and therefore go into denial (M), leading to rejection of the feedback (O)
and/or rejection of the standards to which that feedback pertains (O)
C, context; M, mechanism; O, outcome.
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BOX 5 Illustrative data extracts used to support the realist analysis of how specific feedback from different sources can
lead to acceptance
1. Mar et al.:71
Specific comments from supervisors may also be quoted, as they provide concrete examples of suboptimal
clinical performance or behavior.
2. Rougas et al.:52
This data should be objective and multifaceted – all available avenues for gathering specific, observable behaviors
should be sought from other health professionals (nurses, social workers, pharmacists, physicians, etc.).
3. Liu et al.:93
. . . instead of informing a resident that he or she is ‘underperforming,’ the more specific ‘you are reading an
average of five CT scans a day while your peers are averaging 10 per day’ clearly conveys the issue . . .
4. Paice:46
The decision that remedial training is necessary should be based on objective evidence from more than one source.
5. Roberts et al.:59
Our research suggests that nearly two-thirds of individuals who have demonstrated patterns of disruptive
behavior and who are provided reliable data delivered in a respectful, non-judgmental way will respond.
6. Rumack et al.:87
We have found that some residents recognize such [unprofessional] behaviors only when they are videotaped
and given directed feedback.
7. Bhatti et al.:67
. . . more than half of the problematic residents were identified through personal communication between a
faculty member and the PD. Because no documentation or objective evaluation is available in many such
cases, it may be difficult to convince residents of their deficiencies, and litigation is a possible consequence.
8. Papadakis et al.:58
The core message of this [first] meeting is: ‘We have important feedback that you need to hear. We have data
from many sources that we can present to you . . . in a de-identified fashion with specific behavioral issues
that you will need to change . . .’
9. Samenow et al.:79
The physician receives standardized objective feedback from colleagues, staff, and administrators that can
then be compared with his or her own responses . . .
10. Brown et al.:42
The basic data are obtained from historical information regarding the individual provided by their employer,
MSF, including self-assessment, psychometric profiling and the results of a semi-structured interview.
CT, computed tomography; MSF, multi-source feedback; PD, programme director.
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Framing feedback 3: affirmation, normative frameworks and feedback standard discrepancy
Having specific feedback from multiple sources may be important for that feedback to be validated,
but it may not be enough, given the emotional barriers associated with engaging in remediation. The
literature points to a number of other framing strategies. If a doctor gets feedback that does not fit
with their professional identity, a state of acute identity dissonance may be alleviated only through
denial of the feedback itself.57 Some intervention strategies appear specifically directed at framing
feedback in such a way that it protects the professional identity of a doctor being remediated, namely
affirming the remediating doctor’s strengths, framing discordant data in accordance with relatable
normative frameworks, and presenting feedback in a way in which the gap between actual and
perceived standards is neither too big nor too small.
Affirming a remediating doctor’s strengths may increase the chances that any corresponding negative
feedback is validated.50,94,95 Moreover, care should be taken to ensure that the feedback is delivered
in a way that is not judgemental or demeaning.50 The important point here, as noted above, is that
feedback that undermines a doctor’s professional identity may result in rejection of that feedback.
It may also be important to frame feedback according to norms that a doctor can relate to and that
are congruent with their professional identity. For example, respect for colleagues may be a difficult
normative reference to grasp if the remediating doctor thinks that they are motivated by appropriate
norms. However, doctors may find it easier to relate to normative frameworks around patient safety.52
In other words, if possible, it may be useful to ‘honor the intent’ of the remediating doctor, while
pointing out that the behaviour poses safety risks.53
In our stakeholder meetings there was discussion on the importance of framing feedback so that it
seems manageable. It may be important to deliver feedback in a way that encourages perspective,
conveying to the doctor that the issue to be addressed is one part of their practice and not their
practice in its entirety. The discussions included suggestions that effective coaching can be used to
remind a doctor that they have already achieved a great deal by getting through medical school and
have proven themself to be a capable practitioner.
Realist analysis of framing feedback: affirmation, normative frameworks and feedback
standard discrepancy
The context for CMOc 9 is the fear that characterises remediation (Table 6). Denial functions here as the
mechanism, as it is a way for the remediating doctor to reconcile what we previously described as
TABLE 6 Realist analysis of affirmation, normative frameworks and feedback standard discrepancy
CMOc Description
9 When a remediating doctor perceives remediation to be a threat to their career or their professional identity
(C) then they may deny either the veracity of the feedback itself or the standard to which they are being
held (M), leading to non-engagement in the programme (O) or superficial engagement (O)
10 If a coach or mentor is able affirm a remediating doctor’s strengths and offer perspective (C) then the doctor
is more likely to accept negative feedback (O) because they have received professional affirmation (M)
11 If feedback data are presented in a way that makes the problem seem manageable (C) then dissonance (M)
may lead to the doctor accepting the need to change performance or behaviours (O). Intervention strategies
that make issues seem manageable include affirming prior achievements, breaking up issues into manageable
chunks and setting realistic goals
12 If feedback is framed in terms of a remediating doctor’s professional values (C) then a mechanism of
normative enticement (M) may lead to accepting the need to change (O)
13 In the context of a remediating doctor who accepts that there is a performance issue but does not receive
validation of their professional motives/unconditional positive regard/affirmation of their professional
identity (C) then identity dissonance (M) may lead to rejection of medical professional identity (O)
C, context; M, mechanism; O, outcome.
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uncomfortable professional dissonance without accepting the feedback on their performance or behaviour.
Citation searching from one of the returned papers96 pointed to some of the wider literature on denial in
the medical education literature. This suggests that denial may take different forms (i.e. denial of the
feedback or denial of the standards to which they are being held). This fits with the remediation literature,
which discusses situations where there may be denial of the veracity of the feedback itself (i.e. ‘I don’t
believe this feedback reflects my performance or behaviour’)55 or a denial of the standard, or even the
values, of the profession to which those standards pertain.57,96,97 Denial has been posited as a mechanism
that explains non-engagement or superficial engagement with remediation. Box 6, extracts 1–4 offer
examples of the different types of denial that might take place in remediation.
BOX 6 Illustrative data extracts used to support the realist analysis of framing feedback
Denial
1. Nelson:98
The process will likely provoke a disagreeable response in many physicians . . . They may conclude they have
been unfairly evaluated . . . or even that other motives are at work in the peer review process . . . the physician
may agree to remediation but remain emotionally and intellectually resistant.
2. Shapiro et al.:41
Denial is often based on a profound fear of the external and internal consequences of accepting the
judgement of others.
3. Kimatian and Lloyd:44
This allows participants to accept parts of the evaluation that are consistent with ego preservation, while
rejecting aspects that challenge their sense of self.
4. Arnold et al.:57
Identity dissonance is a mechanism that causes some individuals to restructure their identity, much like
cognitive disequilibrium functions for constructivists. Others who experience identity dissonance may actively
reject the professional identity being imposed by the community of practice.
Affirming strengths
5. Hickson et al.:99
Such encounters must be followed, if possible, by an expressed appreciation for the colleague’s contribution to
the team. The colleague’s reaction to this discussion may include anger, denial, or rationalization.
6. Grant:100
There [should be] full acknowledgement of accomplishments and improvements.
7. Hanna et al.:95
Strengths and weaknesses were outlined, and all physicians were encouraged to undertake an ongoing
program of self-study.
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Context–mechanism–outcome configuration 10 explains that affirmation, which has been identified as
a mechanism in other realist research on doctor performance,101 may be a process that helps protect
professional identity. This was discussed in the stakeholder group and is supported by Box 6, extracts 5–7,
which suggest that some positive feedback, and affirmation of a remediating doctor’s strengths, can be
helpful in remediation. This is a tentative CMOc, as the literature does not discuss this in much detail.
Context–mechanism–outcome configuration 11 concerns the degree of variance in feedback. This was
informed by stakeholder group discussions on the need to make remediation seem ‘manageable’ and to
deliver feedback in a way that did not make the process seem overwhelming. In the wider literature on
feedback, the gap between the data provided in the feedback and the accepted standards is known as
the ‘feedback-standard discrepancy’.96 Again, the use of coaches and advocacy may be important in
conveying this. This links to CMOc 6, where specific feedback is important because it is less likely to
be seen as a generalised judgement about a doctor’s performance and more likely to allow for the
identification of achievable improvements. If a remediating doctor feels that the remediation is
manageable, then the mechanism of dissonance, rather than denial, is more likely to be triggered.
Context–mechanism–outcome configuration 12 develops a causal explanation for how a doctor can
be motivated to align their performance or behaviours with those of the profession, when feedback is
framed in such a way that aligns with their values. Pawson’s seminal work on realist synthesis draws
on a number of broader substantive sociological theories that help understand the role of identity in
behaviour change. One of these is Merton and Merton’s reference group theory,102 developed in the
1950s largely in relation to the behaviour of US soldiers who were situated either on the inside or
on the margins of the established community of soldiers.102 This theory posits that individuals will
change attitudes and behaviours to assimilate with the reference group. More recently, Elder-Vass103,104
has developed the idea of norms circles which, like reference groups, invoke change through people
assimilating to the norms of the group. Linking this to behaviour change theory, studies have shown
that self-identification with the perceived norms of a reference group can significantly predict
behavioural intention.105 This is particularly relevant in the field of medical education, given the
importance attached to the communities of practice model of learning.106–109
The causal mechanism can be termed ‘normative enticement’, as it describes a situation in which an
individual is enticed to the norms of a particular group. This mechanism could crudely but accurately
be described as ‘I identify as being part of a particular group and therefore will accept the need to
Relatable normative frameworks
8. Rougas et al.:52
In order to make feedback relevant to the learner’s context, medical educators often require innovative ways
to connect lapses in professionalism to relevant issues such as patient safety, quality metrics, reimbursement,
and promotion. This places the lapse within a context that learners can relate to.
9. Shapiro et al.:53
For example, if the discussion reveals that the FP [Dr. Jones] raises his voice and criticizes his team because he
is trying to advocate for his patients, the feedback provider can honor that intent and point out that such
behavior actually represents a risk to his patients.
FP, focus person.
BOX 6 Illustrative data extracts used to support the realist analysis of framing feedback (continued)
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change my behaviour to retain membership of that group, to reaffirm to myself that I am a legitimate
group member’. The normative enticement mechanism may run alongside the dissonance mechanism,
feeding into it and facilitating its function at various stages throughout the remediation programme.
This mechanism also bridges motivation and insight outcomes. The enticement to follow the norms
of the profession may lead to acceptance that change is necessary (i.e. insight), but also intrinsic
motivation to embark on that change. Motivation is discussed in the next section.
Context–mechanism–outcome configuration 13 suggests that being identified as needing remediation
may, in the absence of efforts to frame feedback in a way that seeks to protect the remediating
doctor’s professional identity, trigger a mechanism of identity dissonance. This type of dissonance,
rather than invoking acceptance, may lead to a reconstruction or rejection of that identity to relieve
this dissonance. Again, this is likely to have demotivating influence. This alluded to in Box 6, extract 4.
Motivation
The processes that occur to induce motivation are not divorced from those processes that lead to
insight. However, it is worth distinguishing between insight and motivation, as, although there is a
logical overlap, motivation arose as a clear and distinct theme in stakeholder group discussions and
is addressed specifically in the literature. Moreover, although remediation is by no means a linear
process, insight into a performance problem or behaviour logically precedes motivation in building a
programme theory.
Although motivation is mentioned relatively frequently in the literature, it is not often presented as a
specific outcome. In some of the literature, a lack of motivation is identified as a barrier to remediation
(i.e. if the remediating doctor lacks motivation, remediation will be more difficult).40,45,53,110 Other
papers discuss, even if only briefly, some of the strategies in remediation programmes that bring about
motivation.7,44,48,50,55,57,91,97,111 There is a basic distinction between intrinsic motivation (i.e. linked in
values and beliefs) and extrinsic motivation (i.e. ‘I do it because I want to avoid a punishment or earn
a specific reward’) that features in the literature and was part of stakeholder group discussions. The
distinction provides a useful starting point to begin to think about the intermediate outcomes related
to motivation and its role in remediation.
Through examining the literature and through extensive stakeholder discussions, we were able to
identify a number of strategies that facilitate intrinsic motivation in remediation programmes; for
example, involving the remediating doctor in remediation programme planning to encourage
perceptions of control, correcting causal attribution and effective goal-setting.
These are analysed in turn below to explain how and why they work for remediating doctors, in which
contexts and to what extent they produce outcomes related to intrinsic motivation.
Involving the remediating doctor in remediation planning: perceived control
Involving a remediating doctor in planning a remediation programme may have a motivating influence.
Facilitating a remediating doctor to maintain a degree of professional autonomy may have positive
motivational consequences because it protects professional identity and engenders a sense of agency.
Being involved in the remediation planning necessitates that the remediating doctor has an active,
rather than a passive, role and they may perceive that they have more control over the outcome.
In the literature, this is often framed in terms of developing ‘buy-in’ to the programme, suggesting
that involving the doctor in the design of the programme may also give them more of an emotional
investment.44,48,50,55,57,91,97,111,112
Having input into remediation planning may also help protect professional identity. Autonomy is a key
component of professional identity, especially in those doctors who have passed through training and become
a consultant doctor (i.e. an attending physician).12 As noted in Facilitating remediation: developing insight,
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professional identity is part of how doctors learn, and doctors may be intrinsically motivated by the desire
to serve patients.55 As highlighted above, invoking the remediating doctor’s own sense of professionalism
and professional values may help create professional dissonance, leading to insight.This is because
individuals can be intrinsically motivated to adopt certain behaviours or practices when these behaviours
are associated with their own professional values, previously discussed in terms of the mechanism of
normative enticement (see Table 6).57 In other words, remediating doctors can be motivated because they
want to be, or remain, part of the ‘in group’.
The amount of professional autonomy available in a remediation programme may be limited
(remediation, by definition, means that the doctor has no choice but to remediate if they want to
continue in their existing role or continue in their training pathway). However, reducing the inevitable
loss of professional autonomy may be an important part of a successful remediation programme.
The important point here is that remediation necessitates a loss of autonomy, but if doctors have some
input into the design of the programme then their professional identity will be less disrupted and the
doctor will feel a greater degree of control over the process. Subsequently, they will have more
intrinsic motivation.
Realist analysis for involving the doctor in remediation planning: perceived control
In CMOc 14 (Table 7), the extent to which a remediating doctor has input into the remediation
programme functions as context. The input into the remediation programme increases the perception
of control. Perceived control has been identified as a behaviour change mechanism in previous realist
reviews.113 This is consistent with behavioural change theories that have been used to understand and
develop remediation programmes, and were identified through supplementary searching, which emphasise
the importance of perceived control in motivation.114 This provides a credible causal explanation for
the substantial emphasis placed on creating remediating doctor involvement in remediation planning in
a number of remediation programmes worldwide. This is illustrated in several of the extracts in Box 7.
Conversely, in CMOc 15, the loss of professional identity triggers normative rejection, which leads to a
lack of motivation. This normative rejection is the converse of the CMOc of normative enticement in
CMOc 12. The remediating doctor may be less likely to reject their professional identity if they
maintain a degree of autonomy in the remediation programme.
Correcting causal attribution
If a remediating doctor does not believe that they have the ability to improve their performance or
their behaviour then they will not be motivated. This is likely to happen when the remediating doctor
incorrectly attributes the problem to something they cannot control. Durning et al.116 use the example
of a remediating doctor who attributes his poor performance to a lack of ability, which is demotivating
because ability is perceived as an innate and immutable characteristic. However, after investigating the
causes of the problem and finding that it is related to study techniques – something over which the
remediating doctor has control – motivation is increased.116
TABLE 7 Realist analysis of involving the doctor in remediation planning: perceived control
CMOc Description
14 If the remediating doctor has a role in planning aspects of the remediation process (C) then they may
perceive that they have some control over the process (perceived agency) (M) and be intrinsically motivated
to change (O)
15 When a remediating doctor rejects their professional identity (C) then they lack the motivation to change (O)
because of normative rejection (M). Intervention strategies that can mitigate against a loss of professional
identity include maintaining a degree of autonomy for the remediating doctor in the remediation programme
C, context; M, mechanism; O, outcome.
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BOX 7 Illustrative data extracts used to support the realist analysis for professional autonomy: perceived control and
professional identity
Identity
1. Arnold et al.:57
This conceptualization of remediation then transforms the goal of remediation as not only a matter of
changing inappropriate behavior, but also of developing a professional identity accepted by the community
of practice.
2. Sargeant et al.:55
Internal motivation can arise through a general recognition of the need to remain current and to be able to
serve one’s patients as optimally as possible.
Buy-in
3. Kimatian and Lloyd:44
[T]he resident must be engaged affectively to meet the challenge presented by the remediation process.
Successfully engaging the resident must take into consideration the resident’s personal goals, values
and beliefs.
4. Katz et al.:91
The [remediation] plan should be discussed with the resident. When appropriate, plans can be further
modified based on the resident’s input. Resident buy-in is critical in the success of any remediation plan.
Some program directors have successfully solicited residents to develop their own remediation plans to use as
a framework.
5. Shah et al.:111
The supervisors then meet the registrar. Opportunity is given firstly to the registrar to express their thoughts
and feelings about the past month. Issues may be brought up which need to be incorporated into the final
remediation plan.
6. Sullivan and Arnold:48
Motivational interviewing requires the individual to identify and mobilize values and intrinsic goals to change
behaviour. It enables the individual to resolve his/her ambivalence regarding behaviors/perceptions and
thereby promotes willingness for change.
7. Papadakis et al.:58
Resources such as personal coaching or educational programs are offered, but the individual decides how to
best facilitate the behavioral changes. Explicit warnings are detailed regarding the dangers if the individual
decides to retaliate.
8. Guevara et al.:115
The resident’s input is obtained in refining the IEP [individualised education plan].
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Similarly, for behaviour, literature points to the importance of doctors identifying particular emotional
triggers. If a remediating doctor is able to recognise particular triggers for poor behaviour, they may
become more aware of why they are behaving in this way and how they might seek to change their
behaviour. In some papers the process of self-identification is part of an initial conversation, in which
the remediating doctor is encouraged to explore their own perceptions of a particular problem.90,117
This supports the strategies for post-referral assessment4,7,45,50,52,56,65,71,76,78,79,89–91,116–118 that examine not
just the identified performance or behavioural problem, but also the possible causes of that problem.
Accurate causal attribution will also enable the development of individualised and targeted
remediation plans, a feature of a large number of remediation programmes.7,11,47,73,100,118–123
This points to a further overlap between insight and motivation. Identifying the causes of a
performance or behavioural issue is important in developing insight (i.e. the remediating doctor knows
what is triggering a particular set of behaviours or performance and therefore has greater insight). This
kind of insight leads directly to motivation, as it may enable doctors to overcome problems with causal
attribution and therefore improve self-efficacy.
Realist analysis for correcting causal attribution
In CMOc 16 (Table 8), the causal mechanism is again a perception of control. In this case, the perception
of control comes from correctly identifying the issue itself and through this process understanding that
the problem is manageable. Again, this is supported by the wider literature on motivation and learning
that highlights the motivational consequences of someone knowing what they are capable of and what
they can control.124
When a remediating doctor can be coached through specific strategies to improve learning then they
may also improve their self-efficacy, which in turn leads to more engagement. This process is explained
in CMOc 17. Self-efficacy in the setting of remediation is about having the confidence that you can
successfully remediate and achieve the goals that have been put in place. There are clear overlaps here
with the perceived control mechanism, because having confidence to put knowledge into action implies
a belief in control over the application of this knowledge. This is informed in Box 8, extract 3. Extract 4
informs the overall points about the relationship between self-efficacy and motivation.
The role of self-efficacy in enhancing motivation is noted in the wider literature on behaviour change
that was uncovered through supplementary searching on the topic of self-efficacy and behaviour
change (see Box 8, extract 6).114,125 CMOc 18 explains how strategies that are related to identifying
emotional triggers for behaviour work. Self-awareness here describes the process of identifying those
triggers and becoming aware of when and how they operate to change behaviour.
TABLE 8 Realist analysis of correcting causal attribution
CMOc Description
16 When the remediating doctor is able to identify those aspects of their performance or behaviour that have
caused problems that they can change (C) then they have more perceived control over the process (M),
leading to greater motivation to engage (O)
17 When a remediating doctor is given specific strategies for learning or behaving (C), because of improved
self-efficacy (M), they have greater motivation (O)
18 When a remediating doctor explores their own emotional triggers (C) then they are less likely to react to
these triggers (O) because they are self-aware (M)
C, context; M, mechanism; O, outcome.
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Goal-setting
There are other features of interventions that may induce self-efficacy. One of these may be goal-
setting. A number of interventions note the importance of having clear and achievable goals set out in
the remediation programme.52,55,71,87,91,118,126,127 There are various ways that this goal-setting is framed,
but the basic premise is that goals should be both clear and achievable. Telling a doctor to ‘improve
background radiology knowledge’ is not as helpful as ‘improve knowledge of chest radiography,
anatomy and pathology’.71 The clarity is not just about the goals themselves, but ensuring that the
doctor understands how these goals are being assessed.118
Although developing self-efficacy (i.e. the sense that the goals can be achieved) may be an important
component of a remediation programme, it does not necessarily mean that very high self-efficacy will
always facilitate effective remediation. Indeed, there may at times be an inverse relationship between
levels of self-efficacy and successful remediation if the doctor’s self-efficacy is not based on insight.
Studies on doctor performance, and professional performance more generally, have shown that poor
performers tend to have the extra burden of being less likely than higher performers to judge their
BOX 8 Illustrative data extracts used to support the realist analysis of self-efficacy and causal attribution
1. Durning et al.:116
The supervisor wants to improve George’s self-efficacy beliefs, and an important first step is to challenge his
attribution that his lack of success is due to his innate ability instead of his approach to learning.
2. Samenow et al.:79
Dr. Jones recognizes that his perfectionist drive and extreme work ethic have cost him dearly. He tells the
group how, in his efforts to be self-sufficient and the ‘best’, he has pushed people away, including colleagues,
family, and loved ones. He identifies this loneliness as a major contributor.
3. Liu et al.:93
It is also important to assess residents’ confidence in their knowledge, because actionable knowledge is only
the knowledge the person is confident enough to use.
4. Prescott-Clements et al.:7
Similarly, a lack of self-efficacy or confidence can be encountered by individuals who are performing poorly
(suggesting a degree of insight), which can also reduce intrinsic motivation to engage with remediation through
negative feelings about ability, unless addressed quickly through support.
5. Swiggart et al.:89
Detailed inquiry of her social history focused upon her family, using a family genogram to depict individual
family members, addiction issues, and relationships.
Literature returned through supplementary searching
6. Zimmerman:125
Self-efficacy beliefs also provide students with a sense of agency to motivate their learning.
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own performance level accurately.128–132 If a remediating doctor has very high self-efficacy beliefs going
into a remediation programme then this may suggest a lack of insight and may impede remediation.93
The corollary to this is that low self-efficacy may be a sign of insight, as the remediating doctor is
aware of their deficiencies, although this may also induce low intrinsic motivation.7 Therefore, it seems
that there is a fine line in remediation programmes. Feedback has to be direct enough to ensure that
an individual is faced with credible evidence of the need to change (we called this juxtaposition; see
Framing feedback 1: juxtaposition). However, careful goal-setting and support may be important in
inducing the self-efficacy required to believe that goals are achievable. This relates to what was
discussed in Facilitating remediation: developing insight, about framing feedback in manageable way.
Realist analysis of goal-setting
In CMOc 19 (Table 9), the extent to which the goal is perceived to be achievable functions as context
and can be changed with specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, time-bound (SMART) goal-setting
strategies and goals that are tailored to the individual being remediated. Again, the focus on self-efficacy
as a mechanism fits with behaviour change models that underpinned some of the literature on
remediation that were found through citation searching. This was also a point of discussion in the
stakeholder group. Box 9 sets out the data that we have drawn on to develop this CMOc.
Destigmatising remediation
If professional identity is important for intrinsic motivation, then all efforts to mitigate the negative impact
of remediation on a remediating doctor’s professional identity are potentially important. In this respect,
a number of papers note that the stigma attached to remediation acts a barrier to engagement.8,41,133 If a
doctor feels stigmatised, then they will feel isolated from their colleagues and this can have negative
implications for identity development. The importance of professional identity in remediation therefore
brings into the focus some of the broader contextual issues around how remediation is conceptualised
within the medical profession and the extent to which it stigmatises remediation.12
A study in Canada considered the perception of remediating doctors from various stakeholders within
the medical community. It found that those involved in remediation programmes often held ambivalent
perceptions, describing remediating doctors as being both ‘one of us’ and ‘not like us’.134 This is important
as it suggests that negative perceptions exist and also that it may be possible to nurture more positive
perceptions of remediation. This finding emphasises the relevance of in- and out-group dynamics that
may impact professional identity for remediating doctors. Similarly, in the UK, it has been noted that
policy developments have simultaneously sought to normalise remediation, while also creating a
contradictory and unhelpful climate of fear around doctor performance.8
One approach to mitigate this barrier is to seek to remove the stigma attached to remediation. This is
noted as important in a number of papers.8,40,84,91,117,135 However, the literature does not elaborate on
what this looks like in practice beyond renaming the process itself,91 ensuring that the process is not
framed as punishment84 and seeking to conduct remediation in such a way so that the remediating
doctor is not easily identified as such by peers.41
TABLE 9 Realist analysis of goal-setting
CMOc Description
19 When the remediating doctor has a clear goal and a realistic sense that a goal is achievable (C) then they
may have greater belief in their own ability to achieve these goals (self-efficacy) (M), which may lead to more
motivation to change (O). Interventions that may create this context include SMART goal-setting strategies
C, context; M, mechanism; O, outcome.
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A further approach to lessen the sense of isolation and the stigma attached to remediation is to bring
remediating doctors together. Group remediation is advocated in a number of papers.4,51,73,74,85,89,95,120,121,136–138
The process of working in a group may help doctors feel less alone and the process of seeing colleagues
progress through and complete a remediation programme may be motivating.85 However, as noted in
stakeholder group discussions, group work may in many situations be impractical. Other ways of
networking with doctors undergoing remediation may be more pragmatic.
Realist analysis for destigmatising remediation
Context–mechanism–outcome configuration 20 provides a causal explanation for the emphasis
placed on seeking to remove the stigma of remediation, which is discussed in a number of papers
(Table 10 and Box 10, extracts 4–6).41,84,135 Again, this is a plausible explanation because it is congruent
with broader notions of the importance of professional identity and negative impacts of isolation
BOX 9 Illustrative data extracts used to support the realist analysis of goal-setting and self-efficacy
1. Katz et al.:91
By setting concrete and achievable goals, and ensuring that residents understand and accept them, program
directors define performance targets. Success or failure will be defined by whether or not these targets are
eventually met.
2. Katz et al.:118
By making the criteria transparent, the resident was given every opportunity to target the goals and accomplish
them in a reasonable timeframe. The time allowed was appropriate for the resident to succeed or fail on his
own merits.
3. Mar et al.:71
A clear and comprehensive set of remedial objectives is then created directly from the issues identified in the
background assessment. An example of . . . [a performance goal] ‘to improve the knowledge base of ultrasound
physics and anatomy’, while a behavioral task may be ‘to improve attendance and punctuality’.
4. Rougas et al.:52
Several practical approaches have been utilized by educators across disciplines including frameworks such as
the ‘SMART’ goals: specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and timely (Day & Tosey 2011). This type of
framework helps ensure that individual learners know what is expected of them in a defined time period with
established consequences.
5. Rumack et al.:87
Regardless of how many deficits a resident may have, it is wise to choose one or two skills per competency to
remediate first (6,8). Choosing too many may confuse the resident and weaken their response.
6. Sargeant et al.:55
The coaching conversation then moves to guiding the physician to set specific and realist goal(s) and to
developing a plan for attaining the goals. Planning involves paying special consideration to the factors which may
both impede and enable progress and success, setting timelines, and considering how success will be measured.
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TABLE 10 Realist analysis of destigmatising remediation
CMOc Description
20 When the process of remediation is reframed in a more positive light (C) then the remediating doctor feels
more psychologically safe (M), leading to greater motivation to engage in the programme (O)
21 When remediation is framed as punishment (C) and/or when a community of practice stigmatises those who
have to be remediated (C) then the remediating doctor may feel alienated from their peers (M), leading to a
sense of isolation (O)
22 When a doctor feels isolated from their peers (C) then normative rejection (M) may lead to a lack of
motivation to change (O). Remediating in groups and/or networking with peers undergoing remediation may
lessen the sense of isolation
C, context; M, mechanism; O, outcome.
BOX 10 Illustrative data extracts used to support the realist analysis for destigmatising remediation
1. Krzyzaniak et al.:133
Major themes identified as barriers to remediation were: (1) faculty concern about the premature labelling of
residents as ‘struggling’ and the stigma that comes with remediation.
2. Price and Archer:8
This culture of fear is in part fuelled by the negative associations with remedial interventions; as recognised by
the Steering Group on remediation, the term remediation has ‘negative connotations’.
3. Harthun et al.:117
Significant effort is expended to remove any hint of punishment in any aspect of the program. Also, we actively
minimize stigma associated with poor scores and discuss this aspect of performance with the residents.
4. Gunderman and Rackson:135
One strategy for encouraging the prompt reporting of learning difficulties is to diminish the generally
pejorative connotation of remediation. If there is any profession in which remediation should be widely
understood, it is medicine.
5. Kalet et al.:84
Remediation should be reframed from a matter of punishment and stigma to a form of training that many,
if not most, will need and benefit from at some point.
6. Shapiro et al.:41
The less the resident’s normal schedule is disrupted, the less he or she is distinguished and differentiated from
peers and the less likely he or she will see the remediation as a punishment.
7. Caldicott and d’Oronzio:85
In a setting that features face-to-face peer communication and feedback, participants lose their feeling of
isolation. Exchanging with other accomplished and dedicated healthcare professionals who have also acted
unprofessionally . . . participants realize that committing a transgression and experiencing the consequences do
not nullify their own professional accomplishments and dedication.
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on motivation. This was derived, in part, from the discussions with the stakeholders, including those
undergoing remediation, which noted how doctors would often not disclose their remediation to
friends or family, let alone other doctors, and the ensuing sense of loneliness experienced.
Context–mechanism–outcome configurations 21 and 22 offer a causal explanation of what happens
when the framing of remediation creates isolation. In CMOc 21, the sense of alienation – broadly
speaking, the process of detachment of things that belong together – can be understood as a causal
mechanism, leading to isolation. Extract 7 (see Box 10) advocates the use of group remediation to
lessen isolation. In CMOc 22, the corresponding sense of isolation invokes the mechanism of normative
rejection, as discussed above. In this case, it is the sense of isolation that leads the remediating doctor
to dissociate with the community of practice in which they work. These are not well substantiated in
the literature and would benefit from further testing.
Although intrinsic motivation may be the ultimate goal of remediation, extrinsic motivation is widely
used and deemed effective. One paper reports a survey of residency programme directors (n = 253) in
the USA. The threat of termination or not progressing were reported in the survey as the most effective
strategies of ensuring engagement with remediation programmes.139 A number of papers noted the
importance of having clear consequences for not improving performance or behaviour.58,71,76,78,122,140
In the stakeholder group discussions, it was also suggested that understanding the consequences of
engaging (or not) with a remediation programme may also be considered an aspect of insight (i.e. insight
into the consequences of future actions).
The way in which extrinsic motivation works and interacts with other mechanisms within a
remediation programme is not clearly expressed in the remediation literature. In a sense, it is
presented as common sense logic (i.e. if a remediating doctor understands that non-engagement will be
bad for their career, then they are more likely to engage). However, as our earlier findings and CMOcs
have demonstrated, it is difficult to explain how extrinsic motivation alone could induce sustained
changes to performance or behaviour. Even if a remediating doctor is sufficiently motivated by the
potential consequences of not engaging, the engagement could be superficial or transitory if they are
not intrinsically motivated to engage.
Clear consequences
However, outlining clear consequences in remediation may play a role in maintaining engagement
throughout a remediation programme141 and, once engaged in a remediation process, this may provide
extra motivation to keep a remediating doctor on board. The consequences can escalate if there is
continued lack of improvement at specified intervals.53 Inducing extrinsic motivation through clearly
articulating the consequences of actions is not advocated as a standalone strategy, rather it works to
support strategies aimed at stimulating a remediating doctor’s intrinsic motivation. Hanna et al.95 report
that mandatory engagement with a remediation programme encouraged attendance, but not necessarily
engagement.95 If a remediating doctor is not intrinsically motivated to change, then they may also
re-evaluate their goal. In stakeholder group discussions it was suggested that older doctors, who are
nearing retirement, may choose to accept restrictions on the scope of their practice.
The potential for external motivation may be contingent on the perceptions of self-efficacy and
perceived control. If a remediating doctor understands that there will be consequences if they do not
improve, but does not believe that the improvement is possible, they may change their goals or their
commitment. A doctor may adapt their goals for other reasons, such as being near retirement, and,
from a patient safety perspective, this may not be a bad thing. Doctors still in training may use the
opportunity to reflect on their career and choose a different career path. A number of papers
highlighted the importance of systems for ‘coaching out’ of a particular programme of study.40,50,66,69,91,142
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Realist analysis for clear consequences
Context–mechanism–outcome configuration 23 (Table 11) posits that a process of evaluating costs and
benefits will be a causal factor in determining the level of motivation. However, the outcomes of this
evaluation will be contingent on a number of factors. The processes overlap, so whether a remediating
doctor engages in remediation or decides to change their goal may depend on processes present in
some of the other CMOcs presented earlier (Box 11). For example, whether or not they experience
affirmation and feel psychologically safe, perceive that they have some control over the outcome, and
feel part of the medical profession with which they identify and wish to retain in-group status.
Facilitating practice change/improving performance or behaviour
This section outlines our findings related to the way in which remediation works to improve
performance or behaviour. Again, it is worth re-emphasising that we do not view remediation as a
linear process, and insight and motivation would logically increase as performance or behaviour
BOX 11 Illustrative data extracts used to support the realist analysis for clear consequences
1. Sparks et al.:62
A formal performance review and written contract, with specifically identified problems and general themes,
recommendations for time-based successful behaviors, and clearly identified consequences for unsuccessful
behaviors, was initiated.
2. Krzyzaniak et al.:40
A resident cannot be indefinitely remediated . . . Thus, we must establish a time frame for the remediation
goals to be accomplished.
3. Domen:69
The remediation plan should only target and address the specific issue(s) identified, should have clearly
defined goals with defined measures/assessments . . . and clearly delineated consequences or next steps if the
resident fails the remediation plan.
4. Kalet et al.:54
. . . learners should be required to participate in remediation and be held accountable to engage actively with
the remediation team in developing an individualized remediation plan, to initiate and complete the
remediation activities, and to successfully undertake whatever assessment is deemed appropriate.
TABLE 11 Realist analysis of clear consequences
CMOc Description
23 When a remediating doctor understands the consequences of not changing their behaviour or improving
performance (C) then they may be able to evaluate the costs and benefits of change (M), and may be
motivated to engage with remediation (O) or change their goal (O)
C, context; M, mechanism; O, outcome.
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improves, with these processes working alongside each other. This section specifically focuses on the
processes that occur to embed changes in behaviour or performance at the point at which someone
has some insight into the problem and some degree of motivation to change.
Qualified doctors are high achievers who have proven to be competent learners. The way in which
remediation programmes may work to improve performance and the specific strategies used will, in
many ways, be similar to those used in medical education more broadly. We do not want to repeat
tried and tested theories of education here. Rather, we seek to focus on the aspects of learning or
behaviour change within a remediation programme that are specific to remediation and the particular
challenges, such as the fear of engaging in remediation and its threat to professional identity
development, that are associated with undergoing remediation.
Practising new behaviours/skills
Remediation may be most effective at changing behaviour or performance when remediating doctors
get the opportunity to practise and master new behaviours or skills. Two papers70,143 in the returned
literature explicitly discuss learning in a remediation programme in terms of an experiential learning
cycle. Experiential learning theories posit that learning occurs most effectively when the learner gets
the opportunity to move from abstract reasoning to concrete experience, and then reflect on that
experience to develop learning.70,143 Processes of guided reflection (discussed below) are likely to be
integral to that process if the remediating doctor is practising new skills in the workplace.
Interestingly, some studies also noted the importance of practising behaviours in a professionalism
remediation programme.51,65 One paper51 notes that, during a course on boundary violations, it is not a
lack of understanding of ethics issues that besets the referred doctors, but a lack of understanding of
how these apply to clinical situations. Therefore, practising behaviours in a simulated environment is an
important component of behavioural change.51 Coaching may also be used to facilitate practising new
behaviours. This links to reflection (see Table 2, CMOcs 10, 11, 25 and 26), in that the coach can
discuss progress with a remediating doctor, help them rehearse correct behaviours59 and set proper
boundaries.76
Realist analysis for practising new behaviours and skills
Context–mechanism–outcome configuration 24 (Table 12) describes the repetition of performance or
behaviours as contexts, as noted in Box 12, extracts 1 and 2. This seems fairly obvious, but practising
new skills and behaviours is not always easy in remediation programmes. When simulation is not
available, guided reflection on workplace interactions may be even more important. CMOc 25 links the
repetition of skills/behaviours to guided reflection (see Box 12, extract 3). The process of guided reflection
facilitates the remediating doctor to integrate the new knowledge and experience into their learning.
Integration of new knowledge and experience is a mechanism that underpins learning theories such as the
Kolb learning cycle, and so it is no surprise that it functions here. What is important is that, in remediation,
the circumstances under which the intervention occurs can make this a more complicated process,
especially if the problem is a behavioural one.
TABLE 12 Realist analysis of practising new behaviours and skills
CMOc Description
24 With repeated performance of correct behaviours or skills (C), performance or behaviour improves (O)
because of repetition (i.e. practice) (M). This practice can be in situ if appropriate, but can be simulated
if needed
25 When repeated performance is accompanied by appropriate feedback and guided reflection (C) then
positive improvements are more likely (O) because the remediating doctor is able to integrate new
knowledge and experiences into their learning (M)
C, context; M, mechanism; O, outcome.
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Guided reflection
As noted above, the literature suggests that the way in which feedback is delivered in a remediation
programme is important in determining whether or not that feedback is accepted. In particular, we noted
that feedback that is both specific and from multiple sources is more likely to induce dissonance rather
than denial. Building on this, feedback works to enhance performance when a practitioner reflects
on what that feedback means,56,65,87,115,126,144 and this process works best when it is a guided process
(i.e. reflection will not automatically follow feedback, but with guidance from a coach or mentor, reflective
practice can aid behaviour change). This is noted for both clinical skills and knowledge issues,63,87,126 as
well as professionalism.56,87 It seems that a key role of coaches or mentors is to guide the remediating
doctor in reflection.
Guided reflection may be easier to facilitate with face-to-face meetings with a coach, mentor or
supervisor. Our stakeholders suggested that in remediation coaching situations this guidance can start
with an open question, inviting the remediating doctor to reflect in general on their experience
throughout the remediation programme. If the meeting is face to face, then body language may be
important in determining whether reflection is genuine or if they are just going through the motions.
These meetings are also an opportunity to invite the remediating doctor to consider what they think the
consequences, either positive or negative, are likely to be as a result of their efforts and progress so far.
Meetings with someone external to the organisation may be more effective than meetings with
someone from within the organisation. This is because guided reflection will seem less threatening.
For example, if someone is asked ‘what do you think the consequences might be if you do not engage
in this programme?’ this may seem like an implied threat if it comes from someone senior within the
organisation. If it comes from someone outside the organisation, or someone that is deemed impartial,
it is much more likely to be perceived as a genuine question for reflection. This links back to the earlier
points of receiving feedback in an environment that is perceived as being safe by the doctors involved
(see Table 2, CMOcs 1 and 3).
BOX 12 Illustrative data extracts used to support the realist analysis for practising new behaviours or skills
1. Parran et al.:51
Boundary maintenance skills require practice. Therefore, each participant practices from both the physician
and patient perspective the clinical skill of “Getting to ‘no.”’ The specific scenario that is focused on in this skill
practice exercise involves practicing saying “no” when asked to prescribe controlled drugs . . .”
2. Roberts et al.:59
. . . a ‘coach’ – either a chief resident or junior faculty member, who could meet with the intern frequently
(weekly to biweekly) to discuss specifics of the incidents that are troublesome, get him to ‘own’ the behaviors
that are incorrect and work to rehearse and then reinforce the proper behaviors.
3. Egener:76
A series of visits [from a coach], 1–2 hours in duration, spread 2–8 weeks apart . . . Most often as they practice
acknowledging others’ perspectives, their own view of what constitutes ‘the truth’ becomes less black and white.
4. Rumack et al.:87
When professionalism lapses present as poor interpersonal and communication skills – yelling, berating, being
disrespectful, or poor team communication – training in a simulated environment can be useful. We have found
that some residents recognize such behaviors only when they are videotaped and given directed feedback.
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In addition to face-to-face meetings, written reflective logs of experience and learning will help a
remediating doctor to learn from their experiences.49,51 The purpose of these logs is that they are
meaningful to the remediating doctor and, therefore, should not form part of the assessment process.
However, it may encourage engagement if a supervisor checks to ensure that reflections have been
completed.71 The idea that assessment of written reflections could diminish their effectiveness was also
raised by stakeholders. Stakeholders were broadly agreed that such written reflections should not be
summatively assessed, but noted that they might form part of a process of formative assessment that
would enable remediating doctors to progress through the remediation process.
In general, the process of reflection may be most effective when divorced from the assessment of
progress entirely. Like feedback presented initially, feedback on progress should also be as specific and
objective as possible (see Table 2, CMOc 7). In our stakeholder group, it was suggested that multisource
feedback, including feedback from patients, may be the most effective in engendering change, although
clearly the optimum type of feedback would be dependent on the issues being remediated.
Realist analysis for guided reflection
Context–mechanism–outcome configuration 26 (Table 13) is derived from the importance attached to
guided reflection through regular meetings, clearly evidenced in Box 13, extracts 1–6. This process of
guidance functions as new context in a remediation programme. A common theme in these extracts
is the notion that the process of regular guided reflection is used to ensure that remediating doctors
are engaging with feedback and making sense of it, hence ‘making sense’ is a causal mechanism that
helps change practice. The intervention strategies of face-to-face meetings and open questioning came
from stakeholder group discussions. CMOc 27 illustrates how the mechanism of dissonance operates
throughout a remediation programme, with the process of guided reflection facilitating the function of
the dissonance mechanism at various points in the remediation journey.
Context–mechanism–outcome configuration 28 posits that the position of the individual providing the
feedback is a context that determines how threatening the feedback is perceived to be. This links back
to psychological safety, in that engagement and insight are more likely to follow when a remediating
doctors feels safer. The idea that perceptions of safety will be enhanced if the person guiding the
reflection is external to the employing organisation was derived from stakeholder group discussions.
Context–mechanism–outcome configuration 29 is based on the evidence (see extracts 6–8 in Box 13)
that producing written reflections serves as contexts that trigger engagement. For example, extract 7
(see Box 13) describes this process as challenging ‘passivity’. This engagement allows the remediating
doctor to integrate new knowledge and experiences, which is a mechanism that provides new insights
and therefore more authentic learning and changes to performance or behaviour.
TABLE 13 Realist analysis of guided reflection
CMOc Description
26 When a remediating doctor has been guided through what the feedback means (C) then they are more likely to
engage with the feedback (O) because it makes sense to them (M). Intervention strategies that may help to bring
this about include regular face-to-face meetings and open reflective questioning from a trained coach
27 When feedback makes sense to a remediating doctor (C), dissonance is more likely to be invoked (M), leading
to the remediating doctor gaining further insight into their performance or behaviours (O)
28 When the process of reflection is guided by someone from outside the remediating doctor’s employing organisation
(C) then the feedback will be perceived as less threatening (M), leading to more meaningful reflection (O)
29 When a remediating doctor is allowed to develop and keep a reflective log that is meaningful to them (C),
they have the opportunity to integrate their new learning and experiences (M), leading to insight into their
own progress (O) and sustained changes in performance or behaviour (O). This may work best when the
reflective logs are not assessed, but when their completion is nonetheless verified
C, context; M, mechanism; O, outcome.
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BOX 13 Illustrative data extracts used to support the realist analysis for guided reflection
1. Decoteau et al.:63
. . . one-on-one sessions [were used] to assess the learner in their abilities to review, analyze and learn . . .
Based on the assessment, the teacher identified any particular deficits that the learner possessed and provided
structured feedback to the learner to allow for a more refined approach in studying and completion of
assigned SCORE.
2. Rumack et al.:87
Second, frequent feedback on the resident’s progress is essential for coaching to be effective. Third, the
resident needs to take time to reflect on their actions with their mentor or coach to understand what progress
or barriers are occurring.
3. Guerrasio et al.:65
After each scenario, the individual watched the video with the actors and remediation team, and was coached
through self-reflection, receiving feedback and suggestions for change in an iterative fashion with goal setting
for subsequent scenarios.
4. Warburton and Mahan:56
Coaching should focus on ensuring that the learner incorporates proper knowledge (virtues), attitudes
(professional identify), and skills (professional behaviors) into practice through discussion, reflection,
problem-solving scenarios, and ultimately, actions in real clinical settings.
5. Stirling et al.:145
Trainee receives feedback on their performance (30 minutes). On completing their self-assessment the trainee
meets with the assessment panel. This constructive feedback focuses solely on the trainee’s performance
during the PgWSE [Postgraduate Ward Simulation Exercise], and is structured using stages 1–6 of Pendleton’s
guidelines, as follows.
6. Whiteman and Jamieson:49
We find that [written reflective logs] directly challenges the commonly encountered passivity of practitioners in
this situation, which can originate from a practitioner’s perception of continuing education as a transfer of
information from experts to passive learners.
7. Parran et al.:51
[Written reflective logs] provide physicians an opportunity to consider their strengths and weaknesses and help
them to successfully integrate new learning into existing knowledge.
8. Mar et al.:71
These [reflective log] entries are for the resident’s use only, but their regular completion should
be demonstrable.
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Programme theory
The complete programme theory of how remediation of doctors produces its effects is presented
in Figure 3.
Individual context
Stage in doctor’s career
Negative emotions
Distrust of remediation processes
Fear of remediation consequences
Professional identity development
Doctors asked to remediate
Develops insight
A readiness to explore and validate
others’ perceptions of one’s own
behaviour or performance





CMOcs 24 and 25
Guided ref lection
CMOcs 26–29
Involving the remediating doctor in remediation
planning: perceived control









Providing safe spaces and using advocacy to
develop trust in the remediation process
CMOcs 1–4
Framing feedback 1: juxtaposition
CMOc 5
Framing feedback 2: specif ic data from different sources
CMOcs 6–8
Framing feedback 3: af f irmation, normative frameworks







FIGURE 3 Programme theory of remediation. Reproduced with permission from Price et al.1 This is an Open Access
article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits
others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly
cited. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The figure includes minor additions and formatting changes to
the original figure.
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Chapter 4 Discussion
We have developed a programme theory of what is working in remediation to improve patientsafety and reduce attrition of the medical workforce. As already noted, we did not seek to
repeat what is already known about how doctors learn. Rather, we sought to understand what it is
that makes remedial interventions unique, and to develop a model that helps us understand how
improvements in performance or behaviour occur under these conditions. Indeed, the uniqueness of
remediation has recently been characterised as a ‘wicked problem’, in the sense of the term used by
design theorists Rittel and Weber.146 In this sense, wicked problems are described as such because
they are difficult or impossible to solve because of the many environmental factors involved and
the interconnectedness of the many smaller problems of which they are comprised.12 Others have
described remediation as a ‘Gordian knot’ because of the difficulties associated with unravelling how it
works.147 Remediation suits such a characterisation, and a further challenge for conducting an evidence
review of remediation is that, in large part because of its ‘wickedness’, there is a paucity of information
on what is working when it works.11,25
However, the realist review approach that we have employed has sought to tackle this issue head on.
Rather than conduct a descriptive or narrative synthesis of existing evidence, which we know has thus
far produced a limited understanding of remediation,25 the realist approach has allowed us to draw on
a wider range of literature and the guidance of a stakeholder group. The process of building CMOcs is
one of theory building, whereby causal explanations for what is working (or not working) are built,
refined and tested. This has allowed us to go beyond a scant literature that is not theoretically rich to
develop an explanation of what is happening in a remediation programme to produce its effects, for
whom and in what contexts. The overall programme theory is presented in Figure 3.
Before providing a narrative explanation of our findings in relation to our programme theory, it is
important to note what a programme theory is and what it is not. The word ‘theory’ can be used in
different ways, and here we mean theory in the sense described by Klee:148
A theory is an attempt to organize the facts – some ‘proven’, some more conjectural – within a domain of
inquiry into a structurally coherent system.
Klee148
Our programme theory is a ‘theory’ in the sense described by Klee,148 because the processes it
describes were inferred through our analysis of the existing literature, subsequent discussions with the
stakeholder group and through drawing on substantive theories to provide an abstracted description of
the processes that occur in a programme to produce its effects. We propose that this is the best fit
theory, at this time, based on the data available. Programme theories are never completely finished
products to the extent that any subsequent data from new research should always be viewed as an
opportunity to modify, develop and refine the programme theory.
The programme theory for remediation is the sum of the CMOcs that have been described in Chapter 3.
Each CMOc represents an explanation of what is happening in different parts of the programme to create
particular outcomes. The outcomes are not always, or even usually, the outcomes that are described in a
particular study. Often, the outcomes described in a study will relate to quantifiable measures, such as
subsequent examination performance or attrition rates from the programme. These measures are
important, but they do not tell us much about how the intervention is working and what processes are
happening along the way to get there. Rather, as described in the Chapter 3, Results of the review, in a
realist review these more intermediate outcomes are deduced from developing an understanding of what
it is that needs to happen at different stages for an intervention to produce its effects.
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Summary of main findings
Conceptualising remediation
Remediation is not a straightforward educational intervention, as the issues being addressed can be
wide-ranging, often related to behaviour rather than knowledge and skills, and because of the negative
connotations that surround it. Moreover, remediation for practising doctors, as opposed to medical
students, often occurs outside formal educational settings. Therefore, in line with Bourgeois-Law et al.,12,13
we have conceptualised remediation for practising doctors as ‘supporting practice change’ as opposed to
‘redressing gaps in skills and knowledge’.12,13
Although educational processes are clearly central to what is going on in remediation, in developing
a programme theory of what is working, in what contexts, for whom and to what extent, we have focused
on what is happening to create the environments where those educational processes can function. Doctors
are, generally, academically able (i.e. high academic achievement is a prerequisite to enter medical school
in the first place, and medical school curricula are stringent and assessment processes usually very robust).
However, remediation often does not work, because of a number of identifiable barriers (i.e. lack of insight
and motivation, negative emotions towards the process, isolation and denial). These barriers are more
behavioural than educational.7 In this sense, remediation works when the intervention is able to change
the context to overcome these barriers and engage doctors in activities that facilitate a change in practice.
Therefore, this programme theory highlights the processes that occur to induce the behaviours that
can create those learning opportunities. Theories of behaviour change, in particular the transtheoretical
model, incorporate a temporal dimension that disaggregates the behaviour change process into
contemplation, preparation and outcome phases.149 This temporal disaggregation was useful in mapping
outcomes as, although remediation is by no means a linear process, there are some outcomes related
to insight that logically precede other aspects of changes in practice. Moreover, the focus on attitudes,
subjective norms and perceived behavioural control in the theory of planned behaviour helped us to
understand and tease out the mechanisms that operate to induce insight and motivation, and facilitate
practice change.150
How remediation programmes work to develop insight
As depicted in our programme theory, remediation works when it induces participants to develop insight.
Insight here refers to those outcomes in which a doctor is ready to explore feedback on their performance
and accept any highlighted divergence between their own perceptions of their performance and the
feedback that is presented. The intervention strategies that help produce insight relate to the environment
created and the framing of feedback. A supportive environment, with confidential discussions and someone
who provides advocacy and emotional support, will help invoke psychological safety that may lead to trust
and, subsequently, a readiness to explore feedback. If feedback is then framed in a supportive and effective
way (i.e. juxtaposition, specific data from multiple sources, affirmation and relatable normative frameworks)
then further mechanisms of affirmation, dissonance and normative enticement may be triggered, which
may lead to the remediating doctor validating the feedback that is presented to them. This is because they
feel safe enough to explore the feedback and because that feedback has been presented in a way that is
not threatening, but in a way that highlights the problem effectively and shows the discrepancy between
actual and perceived behaviours.
This process is not linear and may continue to operate throughout the remediation process, moving
from intervention strategy, to mechanism, to intermediate outcome and back to intervention strategies.
This is depicted in the programme theory by the spiral situated alongside the categories of outcomes
(see Figure 3). At some point remediation may cease to work–perhaps if the doctor does not feel safe
or if the remediation is not framed effectively. In such cases, the mechanisms of denial or rejecting the
norms of the profession may lead to outcomes of distrust or isolation. In which case, if the remediation
programme is to work again, more facilitative environments need to be created.
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How remediation programmes work to motivate remediating doctors
In our programme theory, a remediating doctor must be motivated to engage with the process. Strategies
aimed at developing intrinsic motivation include doctor involvement in remediation planning, correcting
causal attribution, effective goal-setting and destigmatising remediation.When these strategies are
employed, perceptions of control, self-efficacy and self-awareness may function as mechanisms to induce
intrinsic motivation. Alongside this, clarity in terms of the potential outcomes of the process may trigger an
evaluation of costs and benefits. Although insight logically precedes motivation, once some motivation has
been induced, the processes may function alongside the insight mechanisms, with each process enforcing
the other.
How remediation works to facilitate practice change
Remediating doctors need, at some point, to learn new skills and behaviours to effect behaviour or
performance change. In many cases, this will relate to standard educational interventions and we have
not sought to develop programme theories for such tried and tested educational models. However, the
environment in which remediating doctors learn new behaviours and skills in a remediation programme
may be much more restricted than general continuing medical education.
Practising new skills or behaviours in simulated environments may be an important aspect of a
remediation programme. This applies to professionalism issues, such as boundary violations, as well as
more straightforward educational processes. However, when simulated practice is not possible, then
reflection on experiences in the workplace may serve the same purpose. A doctor may be tasked with
specific behaviours to practise and, through a coaching process, can reflect on the success or otherwise
of these processes when they meet with their coach.
Guided reflection is likely to be important at all stages of a remediation programme. Written
reflections may be useful, but their value could be undermined if they are summatively assessed.
Face-to-face meetings with a skilled coach will enable the coach to elicit reflection and ask probing
questions. Guided reflection may also work better when it is facilitated by someone external to the
organisation, so that difficult questions can be asked without the perception of any implied threat.
Other contexts that impact on remediation
In realist explanations of an intervention, the interventions work when they manipulate the context to
create the opportunities and resources to induce change. Not all remediating doctors would need to
engage with every intervention strategy for the same length of time. There will be individual contexts
and contexts related to the setting that will impact on how remediation works.
The individual context includes the stage in a doctor’s career, as this will influence the extent to which
undergoing remediation results in a loss of autonomy and the subsequent likely barriers to intervention.
The other individual contexts here relate to the negative emotions and fear attached to a remediation
process, which can lead a remediating doctor to deny that there is an issue to be addressed. Related
to this is a doctor’s professional identity development, which will impact on their learning, and their
motivation and engagement with remediation. The setting context relates to the work environment,
which may determine how safe a doctor feels to engage in remediation and the stigma attached
to remediation.
Comparison with existing literature
Bourgeois-Law et al.12 have noted that conceptualisations of remediation have tended not to
differentiate between trainees and those doctors who are consultant-level (i.e. attending-level)
physicians. They argue that consultants and attending physicians operate in a more autonomous
environment as opposed to the educational environment surrounding trainees. As such, remediation
for consultants and attending physicians entails a much greater loss of professional autonomy,
particularly if that remediation entails a return to supervised practice.12
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This review of the literature supports Bourgeois-Law et al.’s12 assertion that in remediation studies
little consideration is given to this difference. The majority of the literature uncovered in the formal
search (66/114) focused on doctors in training, with only 11 studies focusing specifically on
consultants, GPs and attending physicians. Out of the remaining 36 studies that included both
categories, little or no consideration was given to the different contexts in which these doctors
operate. Stakeholders strongly supported this assertion about the importance of autonomy (and the
loss thereof) in a remediation process. However, in our review, we have also, in a number of ways,
moved beyond this binary distinction and have developed a more nuanced understanding of the
importance of a doctor’s operational autonomy in determining how remediation works. As noted by
our stakeholders, a binary distinction between doctors practising independently and those in training
may be an oversimplification. Autonomy increases incrementally throughout a medical career and, for
example, the step from a senior trainee to a consultant may not be as great as that from a junior
trainee to a senior trainee. We have therefore developed a programme theory that is sufficiently
transferable to remediating doctors whatever the stage in their career, from medical school graduation
to consultant level. We have identified that is not simply the stage of a doctor’s career that is either a
barrier or a facilitator, but the loss of autonomy experienced (see Table 2, CMOcs 14 and 15).
The last systematic review to develop a model for remediation was conducted by Hauer et al. in
2009.11 Broadly speaking, the model advocated by Hauer et al.11 was akin to a medical model of
treatment (i.e. assessment, diagnosis, intervention and follow-up) (Figure 4).
Our findings do not contradict Hauer et al.’s11 model, but they develop considerably greater detail
on what some of these processes might look like in a successful programme. The use of multimodal
forms of assessment, highlighted by Hauer et al.,11 is widely supported in the literature returned in this
review.47,62,115,119,144,151–153 This assessment serves a number of functions. As noted by Hauer et al.,11
a central purpose of assessment in remediation is to aid the accurate diagnosis and understanding of
the concern. However, we suggest that multimodal assessment should also be used to gather specific
and direct feedback that is more likely to be validated by a remediating doctor. Our findings in relation
to the stigma of remediation and influence on professional identity suggest that it is important to
evaluate organisational issues that may have an effect on how a remediating doctor reacts in a
particular work setting, and may point to the need to instigate organisational changes to facilitate a
more effective remedial environment. The assessment of the workplace environment is not common
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FIGURE 4 Hauer et al.’s11 model for remediation of physicians across the continuum of medical education.
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(formerly the National Clinical Assessment Service) being a notable exception.5 Importantly, research
by the same organisation found that, although only a minority of referrals noted problems in the
workplace environment, the majority of assessments found workplace to be an important contributing
factor to performance or behavioural problems.154 The need to consider the importance and impact of
organisational problems in remediation has been highlighted in a number of papers, and our findings
would support this approach.155–157
Diagnosing a deficiency–the next stage in Hauer et al.’s11 model–is central to remediation. Our research
suggests that identifying the manifest problem itself may be a slightly different endeavour from
identifying the cause of the problem. Identifying the cause of the problem, which will allow a remediating
doctor to develop self-awareness and a sense of control, means that guided reflection with a coache/mentor
can help engender insight and a sense of control and self-efficacy. Developing an individualised remediation
plan should be, we suggest, an activity undertaken with the remediating doctor, if possible, affording the
greatest opportunity to enable input into the process.
We would agree with Hauer et al.11 that coaching and mentoring has an important role in a
remediation process. What we have added via this realist review is how coaches and mentors are an
integral part of the remediation process. The importance of developing insight is not really captured in
Hauer et al.’s11 linear model of remediation, and we have argued here that it is absolutely central to the
remediation process. The way in which coaches or mentors frame feedback and whether or not they
create an environment in which a remediating doctor is able to feel safe and be candid about their
thoughts and feelings, is central to whether feedback is likely to be accepted or rejected, and whether
or not that feedback will engender the self-efficacy and sense of control needed to motivate a doctor
to complete a remediation programme. Coaches and mentors should be trained and focused on the
provision of support and guiding reflections, and may be most effective when they have no role at all
in any decisions on the progress of the remediating doctor. This accords with an increasing recognition
of the importance of reflection in medical education.158,159
Remediation is often viewed in terms of an educational model,12,25 and our focus here has been on the
more behavioural aspects of change that are required for learning to take place. We are not the first to
argue that remediation should be understood in this way. Prescott-Clements et al.7 developed a model
for assessment in remediation similarly rooted in concepts of behaviour change. We have used this
same conceptualisation to build a more detailed theory about the processes that occur throughout a
remediation programme to produce its effects.
Our programme theory addresses the questions of why, how, and in what contexts remediation works.
Our answer to this aspect of the question uses a behaviour change approach to describe the way in
which remediation interventions change the contexts to create insight, motivation and practice
change–stages that we argue are essential to successful remediation. In terms of ‘for whom?’, we have
noted that a doctor’s career stage may be an important factor, and that those who practise with more
autonomy and away from educational cultures associated with training grades may find remediation more
challenging. This fits with how we think remediation works, but the stage of a doctor’s career is only
explicitly referred to in one scoping review paper.12 Some studies have also pointed to the difficulties in
remediating older doctors in particular,7,95,110,160,161 but there was not enough evidence in the literature to
integrate this into the programme theory. Similarly, we acknowledge that gender, culture, or medical
specialty may all be relevant factors, but, once again, because of the absence of data in the documents
included in our review, we were unable to further elucidate these factors.
The aspect of the question ‘to what extent’ is not about producing a summative judgement of remediation
programmes. Rather, in our review, it is meant to be much more explanatory than judgemental in its focus,
and to develop an understanding of remediation in depth. In fact, we do not think it is possible from this
literature to produce any kind of summative judgement, as there is too much variation in multiple aspects
of the delivery of remediation, the setting and the characteristics of the remediating doctor. Indeed, this
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variation is the reason why we chose a realist review approach, so that we could start to understand the
differential impacts (i.e. the ‘to what extents’) of remediating programmes. To do this, we picked apart
the remediation process, as illustrated by our CMOcs.
Our programme theory and embedded CMOcs show that, although there is a final desired outcome,
namely patient safety, there are also many other intermediate or more proximal outcomes that need to
be ‘achieved’. Our CMOcs set out when (and in what contexts) these are likely to occur, but we cannot
quantify the likelihoods, as the data needed to do so were not available in the included documents.
This is not surprising, as none of the included documents had set out to measure these intermediate
or more proximal outcomes. More primary research is needed to evaluate whether or not these
intermediate or more proximal outcomes are achieved.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and recommendations
This realist review has developed a programme theory of how remediation works to produceoutcomes that ensure patient safety. The key academic contributions of this review are listed below.
l Remediation is most usefully conceptualised in terms of practice change because of the uniqueness
of the environment in which remediation occurs and the subsequent nature of the barriers that
arise in engaging doctors in successful remediation.
l For remediation to be successful, remediating doctors must develop insight. Insight entails both
a readiness to engage with and validate others’ perceptions of one’s own performance, and
acceptance of the need for change. Insight can be developed when supportive and confidential
environments are created, when advocacy can be used to enhance levels of emotional support and
when feedback is carefully framed so that it creates dissonance leading to change, rather than
denial or rejection (CMOcs 1–13).
l Doctors must be motivated to engage with remediation. This is often challenging because being
identified as needing remediation can be demotivating. Engaging doctors with remediation planning
can foster motivation by mitigating the loss of autonomy that is inherent in undergoing remediation
for practising doctors, and by enhancing perceptions of control. Similarly, setting realistic and
incremental goals will help (CMOcs 14–23).
l Remediation plans are effective when they afford the opportunities for remediating doctors to
practise behaviours and skills in a simulated environment. Importantly, in terms of behaviour,
understanding that behaviours are wrong may not be enough, and practising new behaviours may
facilitate behavioural change (CMOcs 24 and 25).
l Processes of reflection are central to facilitating remediation. However, despite the centrality of
reflection to the process, assessing reflection itself may undermine its transformative potential.
Written reflections on a remediation process may help give meaning to feedback received. Guided
reflection with a skilled coach is an effective way of giving meaning to feedback and helping ensure
that feedback helps to develop insight (CMOcs 26–29).
l It is important to evaluate any organisational issues that may contribute to poor performance or
behaviour. This will help determine whether or not the work environment is a contributory factor,
and whether or not this environment will be suitable for undertaking remediation activities.
There are a number of significant implications related to the findings from our review. First, focusing
remediation interventions on developing insight will be an important first step for a remediation
programme. Insight is a necessary condition for successful remediation. Bringing about insightful
practice may require remediation programmes to give significant attention to the way in which
feedback is framed and the environments created for reflective practice. This is important because
practising doctors are often not functioning within an educational environment in which making
mistakes and learning from those mistakes is an integral part of the process. Rather, doctors function
in an environment (more or less, depending on their stage of training and/or their role) in which a
return to a more educational environment entails a loss of autonomy and is likely to invoke adverse
reaction. This brings into focus a careful consideration of how the roles in remediation are structured,
and how the remediation programme can create facilitative environments for feedback to be accepted.
If the important processes that function within a remediation programme relate to behavioural change,
then it is important to acknowledge that the transformative learning that really matters may be some
of the most difficult to measure. Intermediate outcomes essential to the remediation process, related
to insight and motivation, may be assessed through the qualitative judgements of trained individuals
who are able to identify, respond, frame feedback, challenge (in a supportive way) and recognise when
reflection is a genuine rather than strategic endeavour. If programmes focus on only measurable
outcomes, they may not be able to deliver sustainable practice change.
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This in turn points to issues of resource allocation. We have not sought here to prescribe the
exact structure of a remediation team. Our recommendations are designed to work with existing
programmes and are subsequently broad in their scope. However, our findings do suggest that the
training of individuals in coaching- and mentoring-type roles should be a priority for remediation
programmes, rather than an optional extra.
RESTORE review recommendations
Based on our findings, we have developed a series of recommendations for those working to deliver
remediation programmes, on tailoring, implementation and design strategies to improve remediation
interventions for doctors (Table 14). Although this review did not include studies on other health-care
professionals, these recommendations would also be relevant for other health-care professionals.
TABLE 14 Findings and recommendations relevant to those working to deliver remediation programmes
Finding Recommendation
1. Remediation programmes work when they develop insight
1.1 Safe spaces for confidential discussion help a
remediating doctor become ready to explore issues
related to their performance or behaviour
Remediating doctors should have the opportunity for
confidential discussion with someone in a supportive role
1.2 Juxtaposing a remediating doctor’s own values
with their actual behaviours help remediating
doctors accept the need for change
Remediation programmes for issues related to conduct should
include an opportunity for remediating doctors to reflect on
their own professional values and contrast these with the
feedback they receive on their own behaviours
1.3 When a remediating doctor has the support of an
advocate who has no role in summative judgements
then they are more likely to develop trust in the
remediation process
Remediating doctors should be supported by someone who
has the role of advocate. This individual may be a coach or
mentor, and should not have a role in making summative
judgements throughout the remediation programme
1.4 When feedback on performance/behaviour is
specific and comes from multiple sources it is more
likely to be validated by a remediating doctor
Remediating doctors should be provided with specific
feedback that details the reasons and provides examples of
underperformance or poor conduct. If the feedback relates to
behaviour, it should detail specific events with a date and time
This feedback should ideally come from more than one source
and include feedback from patients whenever possible
Feedback will be needed throughout the remediation process,
not just at the beginning. The appropriate feedback to
determine progress, and the way that it is delivered, should
be ascertained in the remediation planning stage
1.5 When feedback is framed in a way that is
sensitive to a doctor’s professional identity, they are
less likely to reject that feedback and may accept the
need to change performance or behaviour to align
with their own professional values
Feedback may be more effective when in person and should be
guided by someone who has been trained to deliver feedback.
The feedback should be framed in such a way that it relates to
the professional values of the doctor, is presented in a way that
seems manageable and affirms any identified strengths
1.6 Remediation is more likely to be successful when
assessment is used to explore and identify the full
range of possible causes for a ‘problem’
Multimodal assessment should be used to explore a full range of
potential issues, including behavioural issues, even when the
identified problem may appear to relate to knowledge and skills
Assessment should also be used to determine any
organisational issues that may contribute to poor performance
or behaviour. This will help determine whether or not the
work environment is a contributory factor, and whether or not
this environment will be suitable for undertaking remediation
activities. If there are problems with the work environment,
then remediation may need to be conducted elsewhere
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TABLE 14 Findings and recommendations relevant to those working to deliver remediation programmes (continued )
Finding Recommendation
1.7 When remediating doctors are facilitated
to identify and reflect on the triggers of poor
performance or unprofessional behaviour, they may
be able to avoid these reactions in the future
Remediation programmes should offer the opportunity for the
remediating doctor to reflect on the reasons for their referral
and to identify the triggers for underperformance/poor conduct
2. Remediation programmes work when they motivate practitioners to change
2.1 If a remediating doctor has input into the
design of an individualised remediation programme
then they are more likely to have buy-in to the
programme and will be more motivated to engage
When possible, remediating doctors should collaborate in the
design of the individualised remediation plan and help to
shape it. The planning stage should include setting scheduled
points for assessing progress and determining what kind
of feedback will be appropriate for the assessment of
this progress
2.2 When part of the remediation planning process
includes setting realistic and achievable goals, the
remediating doctor may feel that they are more
capable of achieving these goals
The remediating doctor should collaborate in the process
of goal-setting, and the goals set should be achievable
and measurable
2.3 When remediating doctors are clear about what
happens when targets are achieved or not achieved
then they are more likely to choose to engage in the
remediation programme
Remediation programmes should include an individualised plan
that specifies the milestones, points for review of progress and
the consequences of achieving or not achieving targets
2.4 If efforts are made to destigmatise remediation,
wherever possible, remediating doctors are more
likely to engage with the process and be more
motivated because there is less of a threat to their
professional identity
Remediation programmes should seek to destigmatise the
process of undergoing remediation and frame it, as far as
possible, in terms of positive professional development
If relevant, remediation programmes could consider changing
the name from remediation to professional support or similar.
Positive framing may also include changing the language
around the guidance for remediation to include terms that
indicate support and development
3. Remediation programmes work when changes to practice are facilitated
3.1 When there is an opportunity for remediating
doctors to practise new performance or behaviours
then these new performances or behaviours are
more likely to be integrated into their practice
When appropriate, remediation programmes should offer an
opportunity for remediating doctors to practise any new
skills or behaviours they have developed. This may include
rehearsing new behaviours in simulated settings. When this is
not possible, guided reflection can offer an opportunity to
reflect on in situ practice
3.2 When there are scheduled points for guided
reflection, remediating doctors have more
opportunity to integrate new knowledge and skills
and develop further insight
Remediation programmes should have scheduled points for
reviewing progress with the remediating doctor. The remediating
doctor should be involved in this process of review and
reflections should be guided so that the remediating doctor
continues to gain insight into their progress
3.3 When the remediating doctor has an active role
in reflecting on feedback then the feedback is more
likely to be accepted and engender a change
in performance
Reflection should be built into the remediation programme
and should be guided, but not form part of a final judgement
on progress. Reflection may include one-to-one discussion
of feedback or discussions of entries in reflective logs. The
purpose of reflection is to have an interesting and meaningful
conversation to embed new knowledge and behaviours and
engender further insight
Recent medico legal cases may have placed uncertainty over
the confidentiality of reflective logs. The exact legal status of
any written reflections should be established in advance
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Strengths and limitations
The main strengths of this report are the way that we have carried out a robust and thorough realist
analysis, following Realist And Meta-narrative Evidence Syntheses: Evolving Standards (RAMESES)
quality standards for realist synthesis.35 This has allowed us to go beyond the explanations provided in
the existing data to build theories about how remediation works in different circumstances. Although
previous reviews have focused on outcomes related to only quantifiable measures, such as pass/fail
tests scores or programme completion/attrition, we have been able to uncover a range of intermediate
outcome measures that form important points in a remediation journey. This has allowed us to uncover
what is working (or not) in remediation programmes.
We have had excellent input from a diverse range of stakeholders with various expertise in
remediating doctors, as well as PPI input to ensure that a patient voice has been present in all
discussions. The stakeholders have been central throughout all stages of the process, including
sense-checking our findings against their real-world experience and directly contributing to aspects of
the theory-building process. This has enabled us to develop findings that are relevant at the level of
policy and practice. As realist reviewing develops theory at a level of abstraction that is transferable
and above the level of the intervention itself, a further strength of the realist approach is that the
findings do not provide just a single model of how a remediation programme should be structured;
rather, our findings offer guidance for implementing strategies that work in certain contexts and
that could be applied to a range of remedial intervention types. This enhances the versatility of our
findings, maximising their relevance to the broad range of remediation programmes that exist across
the NHS.
The main weakness of this review is that, as with any review of existing evidence, it is limited by the
quality of the literature reviewed. In this case, the literature was generally of a low quality in terms of
a lack of robust studies. Much of the more theoretically rich data for developing the programme theory
were derived from reports of existing programmes, rather than studies or evaluations of programmes.
The studies that we did find that were more robust were generally not theoretically rich (i.e. they did
not tell us much about how the programme worked to produce its effects). To some extent, the iterative,
theory-building approach used in realist reviews allowed us to transcend these limitations, as theories
could be built and tested against the different types of relevant data drawn from across studies and
related topic areas, as well as having a critical input from our stakeholder group.We also have to
acknowledge that only a small proportion of the literature we reviewed came from the UK. Most of the
literature was from North America and therefore the programmes covered in the literature were not
always directly transferable to the UK context. Again, our stakeholder group was indispensable in helping
to ensure that the findings made sense in the UK context. We managed to recruit only one doctor who
had undergone remediation to the stakeholder group (albeit one of the stakeholders had undergone
remediation during medical school). Having more doctors in the stakeholder group who had undergone
remediation may have provided more of a variety of perspectives on the experience of undergoing
remediation and how remediation produces its effect. As mentioned in the methods section in Chapter 2,
we tried different ways to recruit more remediating doctors to the stakeholder group. For future research,
contacting professional support units outside the south-west of the UK may be more fruitful.
A final potential weakness, relating to the realist review methodology, is that these findings are a
result of our interpretation of the data. We accept that other researchers could interpret the data
differently. However, we strongly believe that our explanations of the data are plausible and have
been thoroughly tested through a robust, iterative process.
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Future research
We propose three areas for future research.
1. Future research can build on the work presented here to evaluate and refine remediation
interventional strategies that have been already implemented, or design, implement and evaluate
new interventional strategies.
2. Although we have successfully identified why remediation programmes work in some contexts
and not others, we also recognise that a greater understanding of the specific contexts relevant to
real-world NHS settings is required. A high proportion of studies included in our review emanate
from North America (64%), where the organisation of both health-care and remediation
programmes is very different from the UK. Therefore, there is a need for better specification of our
programme theory to NHS settings. Future research should focus on using our evidence-based
recommendations to optimise the delivery of remediation programmes for doctors in the NHS and
then evaluating these changes using a realist evaluation approach. This would result in an
improvement of existing programmes in the NHS and would also enable us to further test, refine,
confirm or refute our programme theory of remediation and to identify other potential mechanisms
at work in the remediation process, as well as other important contexts specific to the NHS.
3. Another avenue for future research involves investigating the topic of remediation relating to other
health-care professions, which lag behind medicine in terms of support structures for underperforming
individuals. This could involve an extended realist review looking at literature from other
health-care professionals.
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Appendix 2 Main search of databases results
MEDLINE
Host: Ovid.
Data parameters: Ovid MEDLINE(R) Epub Ahead of Print, In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations,
Ovid MEDLINE(R) Daily and Ovid MEDLINE(R).
Date range searched: 1946 to week 3 2018.
Date searched: 4 June 2018.
Searcher: AW.




2 (reskilling or re-skilling or retraining or re-training).ti,ab,kw. 3577
3 remedial teaching/ 1330
4 or/1-3 25,960












Total to screen at title/abstract stage 4554
Reproduced with permission from Price et al.1 This is an Open
Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits
others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for
commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. The table includes
minor additions and formatting changes to the original table.
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# Searches Results
5 exp physicians/or “education, medical, continuing”/or “Practice Patterns, Physicians’”/or “Internship
and Residency”/
224,220
6 (physician* or doctor* or clinician* or practitioner* or allergist* or anaesthesiologist* or cardiologist*
or dermatologist* or endocrinologist* or gastroenterologist* or GP or GPs or geriatrician* or
hospitalist* or neonatologist* or nephrologist* or neurologist* or neurosurgeon* or oncologist*
or ophthalmologist* or otolaryngologist* or pathologist* or paediatrician* or pediatrician* or
physiatrist* or psychiatrist* or pulmonologist* or radiologist* or rheumatologist* or surgeon* or
urologist*).ti,ab,kw.
1,069,237
7 ((residen* or trainee*) and (medic* or clinic* or hospital* or surger* or surgical or radiolog* or
patient* or “primary care” or “general practice”)).ti,ab,kw.
111,865
8 continuing medical education.ti,ab,kw. 5168
9 or/5-8 1,231,580
10 4 and 9 2015
11 remove duplicates from 10 2000
EMBASE
Host: Ovid.
Date range searched: 1996 to week 23 2018.
Date searched: 4 June 2018.
Searcher: AW.




2 (reskilling or re-skilling or retraining or re-training).ti,ab,kw. 3984
3 or/1-2 28,542
4 exp physician/or resident/ 593,984
5 (physician* or doctor* or clinician* or practitioner* or allergist* or anaesthesiologist* or cardiologist*
or dermatologist* or endocrinologist* or gastroenterologist* or GP or GPs or geriatrician* or
hospitalist* or neonatologist* or nephrologist* or neurologist* or neurosurgeon* or oncologist* or
ophthalmologist* or otolaryngologist* or pathologist* or paediatrician* or pediatrician* or
physiatrist* or psychiatrist* or pulmonologist* or radiologist* or rheumatologist* or surgeon* or
urologist*).ti,ab,kw.
1,298,687
6 ((residen* or trainee*) and (medic* or clinic* or hospital* or surger* or surgical or radiolog* or
patient* or “primary care” or “general practice”)).ti,ab,kw.
141,396
7 continuing medical education.ti,ab,kw. 5616
8 or/4-7 1,536,798
9 3 and 8 2430
10 remove duplicates from 9 2362
APPENDIX 2




Date range searched: 1806 to May week 4 2018.
Date searched: 4 June 2018.
Searcher: AW.




2 (“reskilling” or “re-skilling” or “retraining” or “re-training”).ti,ab,id. 2312
3 remedial education/ 899
4 or/1-3 15,250
5 exp physicians/or medical residency/ 44,402
6 (physician* or doctor* or clinician* or practitioner* or allergist* or anaesthesiologist* or cardiologist*
or dermatologist* or endocrinologist* or gastroenterologist* or GP or GPs or geriatrician* or
hospitalist* or neonatologist* or nephrologist* or neurologist* or neurosurgeon* or oncologist*
or ophthalmologist* or otolaryngologist* or pathologist* or paediatrician* or pediatrician* or
physiatrist* or psychiatrist* or pulmonologist* or radiologist* or rheumatologist* or surgeon*
or urologist*).ti,ab,id.
285,078
7 ((residen* or trainee*) and (medic* or clinic* or hospital* or surger* or surgical or radiolog* or patient*
or “primary care” or “general practice”)).ti,ab,id.
34,211
8 “continuing medical education".ti,ab,id. 724
9 or/5-8 310,816
10 4 and 9 1212
11 remove duplicates from 10 1209
Health Management Information Consortium
Host: Ovid.
Date range searched: 1979 to March 2018.
Date searched: 4 June 2018.
Searcher: AW.
Hits: n = 113.
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2 remedial teaching/ 2
3 (reskilling or re-skilling or retraining or re-training).ti,ab. 101
4 or/1-3 424
5 exp medical staff/ 21,728
6 (physician* or doctor* or clinician* or practitioner* or allergist* or anaesthesiologist* or cardiologist*
or dermatologist* or endocrinologist* or gastroenterologist* or GP or GPs or geriatrician* or
hospitalist* or neonatologist* or nephrologist* or neurologist* or neurosurgeon* or oncologist* or
ophthalmologist* or otolaryngologist* or pathologist* or paediatrician* or pediatrician* or physiatrist*
or psychiatrist* or pulmonologist* or radiologist* or rheumatologist* or surgeon* or urologist*).ti,ab.
49,412
7 ((residen* or trainee*) and (medic* or clinic* or hospital* or surger* or surgical or radiolog* or patient*
or “primary care” or “general practice”)).ti,ab.
4499
8 "continuing medical education".ti,ab. 284
9 or/5-8 58,723
10 4 and 9 113
Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature
Host: EBSCOhost.
Date range searched: not available.
Date searched: 4 June 2018.
Searcher: AW.
Hits: n = 718.
Search strategy
# Query Results
S10 S4 AND S9 718
S9 S5 OR S6 OR S7 OR S8 420,167
S8 TI (“continuing medical education”) OR AB (“continuing medical education”) 2193
S7 TI ((residen* or trainee*) and (medic* or clinic* or hospital* or surger* or surgical or radiolog* or
patient* or “primary care” or “general practice”)) OR AB ((residen* or trainee*) and (medic* or clinic*
or hospital* or surger* or surgical or radiolog* or patient* or “primary care” or “general practice”))
35,312
S6 TI (physician* or doctor* or clinician* or practitioner* or allergist* or anaesthesiologist* or cardiologist* or
dermatologist* or endocrinologist* or gastroenterologist* or GP or GPs or geriatrician* or hospitalist*
or neonatologist* or nephrologist* or neurologist* or neurosurgeon* or oncologist* or ophthalmologist*
or otolaryngologist* or pathologist* or paediatrician* or pediatrician* or physiatrist* or psychiatrist* or
pulmonologist* or radiologist* or rheumatologist* or surgeon* or urologist*) OR AB (physician* or doctor*
or clinician* or practitioner* or allergist* or anaesthesiologist* or cardiologist* or dermatologist* or
endocrinologist* or gastroenterologist* or GP or GPs or geriatrician* or hospitalist* or neonatologist* or
nephrologist* or neurologist* or neurosurgeon* or oncologist* or ophthalmologist* or otolaryngologist*
or pathologist* or paediatrician* or pediatrician* or physiatrist* or psychiatrist* or pulmonologist* or
radiologist* or rheumatologist* or surgeon* or urologist*)
346,873
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# Query Results
S5 MH (“Physicians+” OR “Education, Medical, Continuing” OR “Interns and Residents”) 96,816
S4 S1 OR S2 OR S3 4739
S3 MH (“Remedial Teaching”) 361
S2 TI (“reskilling” or “re-skilling” or “retraining” or “re-training”) OR AB (“reskilling” or “re-skilling” or
“retraining” or “re-training”)
1450
S1 TI (“remedia*”) OR AB (“remedia*”) 3135
Education Resources Information Center
Host: EBSCOhost.
Date range searched: not available.
Date searched: 4 June 2018.
Searcher: AW.
Hits: n = 587.
Search strategy
# Query Results
S10 S4 AND S9 587
S9 S5 OR S6 OR S7 OR S8 51,525
S8 TI (“continuing medical education”) OR AB (“continuing medical education”) 472
S7 TI ((residen* or trainee*) and (medic* or clinic* or hospital* or surger* or surgical or radiolog* or
patient* or “primary care” or “general practice”)) OR AB ((residen* or trainee*) and (medic* or clinic*
or hospital* or surger* or surgical or radiolog* or patient* or “primary care” or “general practice”))
3856
S6 TI (physician* or doctor* or clinician* or practitioner* or allergist* or anaesthesiologist* or cardiologist*
or dermatologist* or endocrinologist* or gastroenterologist* or GP or GPs or geriatrician* or
hospitalist* or neonatologist* or nephrologist* or neurologist* or neurosurgeon* or oncologist* or
ophthalmologist* or otolaryngologist* or pathologist* or paediatrician* or pediatrician* or physiatrist*
or psychiatrist* or pulmonologist* or radiologist* or rheumatologist* or surgeon* or urologist*) OR AB
(physician* or doctor* or clinician* or practitioner* or allergist* or anaesthesiologist* or cardiologist* or
dermatologist* or endocrinologist* or gastroenterologist* or GP or GPs or geriatrician* or hospitalist*
or neonatologist* or nephrologist* or neurologist* or neurosurgeon* or oncologist* or ophthalmologist*
or otolaryngologist* or pathologist* or paediatrician* or pediatrician* or physiatrist* or psychiatrist* or
pulmonologist* or radiologist* or rheumatologist* or surgeon* or urologist*)
47,759
S5 DE “Physicians" 4131
S4 S1 OR S2 OR S3 18,631
S3 DE (“Remedial Instruction” OR “Refresher Courses” OR “Remedial Programs”) 7770
S2 TI (“reskilling” or “re-skilling” or “retraining” or “re-training”) OR AB (“reskilling” or “re-skilling” or
“retraining” or “re-training”)
2286
S1 TI (“remedia*”) OR AB (“remedia*”) 13,000
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Applied Social Sciences Index and Abstracts
Host: ProQuest.
Date range searched: not available.
Date searched: 4 June 2018.
Searcher: AW.
Hits: n = 216.
Search strategy
(MAINSUBJECT.EXACT(“Remedial teaching”OR “Remedial education”) OR TI(remedia* or “reskilling” or
“re-skilling” or “retraining” or “re-training”) OR AB(remedia* or “reskilling” or “re-skilling” or “retraining” or
“re-training”)) AND (MAINSUBJECT.EXACT.EXPLODE(“Doctors”) OR TI(physician* or doctor* or clinician*
or practitioner* or allergist* or anaesthesiologist* or cardiologist* or dermatologist* or endocrinologist*
or gastroenterologist* or GP or GPs or geriatrician* or hospitalist* or neonatologist* or nephrologist* or
neurologist* or neurosurgeon* or oncologist* or ophthalmologist* or otolaryngologist* or pathologist*
or paediatrician* or pediatrician* or physiatrist* or psychiatrist* or pulmonologist* or radiologist* or
rheumatologist* or surgeon* or urologist*) OR AB(physician* or doctor* or clinician* or practitioner* or
allergist* or anaesthesiologist* or cardiologist* or dermatologist* or endocrinologist* or gastroenterologist*
or GP or GPs or geriatrician* or hospitalist* or neonatologist* or nephrologist* or neurologist* or
neurosurgeon* or oncologist* or ophthalmologist* or otolaryngologist* or pathologist* or paediatrician* or
pediatrician* or physiatrist* or psychiatrist* or pulmonologist* or radiologist* or rheumatologist* or surgeon*
or urologist*) OR TI((residen* or trainee*) and (medic* or clinic* or hospital* or surger* or surgical or
radiolog* or patient* or “primary care” or “general practice”)) OR AB((residen* or trainee*) and (medic* or
clinic* or hospital* or surger* or surgical or radiolog* or patient* or “primary care” or “general practice”))
OR TI(“continuing medical education”) OR AB(“continuing medical education”)).
Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects
Host: Centre for Reviews and Dissemination.
Date range searched: not available.
Date searched: 4 June 2018.
Searcher: AW.
Hits: n = 17.
Search strategy
(remedia* OR reskilling OR re-skilling OR retraining OR re-training) AND (physician* or doctor* or clinician*
or practitioner* or allergist* or anaesthesiologist* or cardiologist* or dermatologist* or endocrinologist* or
gastroenterologist* or GP or GPs or geriatrician* or hospitalist* or neonatologist* or nephrologist* or
neurologist* or neurosurgeon* or oncologist* or ophthalmologist* or otolaryngologist* or pathologist*
or paediatrician* or pediatrician* or physiatrist* or psychiatrist* or pulmonologist* or radiologist*
or rheumatologist* or surgeon* or urologist* or continuing medical education or ((residen* or trainee*)
and (medic* or clinic* or hospital* or surger* or surgical or radiolog* or patient* or primary care or
general practice)))
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Appendix 3 Characteristics of studies
identified by main search
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TABLE 16 Characteristics of studies identified in main search






















Anonymous160 2001 USA Case study To describe a remediation








Adams et al.163 2008 USA Research To determine how
unprofessional behaviour

















(68%), probation (59%) and
dismissal (30%). The majority
of respondents felt that
remediation was not
completely successful


















Knowledge N/A Use of learning plans based
on the results of the
self-regulated learning








N/A N/A Professionalism Strategy N/A












































Audetat et al.165 2015 Canada Research To assess use of a
remediation instrument
implemented to support
faculty to diagnose and
remediate resident
academic difficulties













plans produced by 10





measures. Of the plans, 48%
were assessed as being good
quality. Implementation of














N/A Twenty studies included.
The use of workplace-
based assessment in the
context of remediation was
not found to be supported
by the literature. Specific
areas of underperformance






Lee et al.167 2014 USA Research To determine whether or















Clinical teachers Knowledge and
skills
N/A For all faculty, MTE scores
improved following
completion of the faculty
enhancement and education
development programme.
The bottom 20% of the
faculty had a significantly
greater improvement in
scores than the top 80%. In
multivariate analysis, there
were significant associations
between changes in scores
after the intervention and
the following variables:

















































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 16 Characteristics of studies identified in main search (continued )

























N/A There was a 74.5% response
rate with a 2% cumulative
incidence of problematic
residents during the past 10





knowledge (37%) and poor
clinical judgement (34%).
Personal or professional





(73%), mentoring (58%) and
extra teaching (47%). In 23%
of the residents, these
interventions failed to
produce improvement
Boileau et al.143 2017 Multiple Review To review and synthesise
the empirical evidence









N/A Suggests that the SOAP
clinical model could
be used to structure
approaches to learners
with difficulties. Between
10% and 15% of learners
will experience difficulties
during medical training


















Knowledge Intervention Seven of eight residents
returned ABSITE total test
scores of >30. Post-
intervention scores on
ABSITE tests were large
compared with national


















































the culture of medicine
influences these
Scoping review N/A Practising
physicians





support physicians in need
of remediation and also





than as redressing gaps in
knowledge and skills may
be beneficial

















Clinical skills Intervention Based on observations of
faculty and standardised
patient instructors,






Brown et al.42 2014 UK Review To define the concept
of insight
Narrative review N/A Practising
physicians





Bulstrode et al.127 2005 UK Commentary To look at issues involved











2015 USA Case study Describes the development




































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 16 Characteristics of studies identified in main search (continued )









Cleland et al.25 2013 Multiple Review To synthesise available









Intervention Thirty-one studies were
included for review and most
published after 2000. Most
studies focused on improving
medical student exam
performance. Study quality
was often low. Few studies
included long-term follow-up
and those that did found
that improvement was not
sustained. Interventions
were complex, but their
design or reporting typically
did not allow identification of
the active elements of the
remedial process




























six passed with minor
recommendations,




26 5-day clinical education
programmes, with 20 passes,





Decoteau et al.63 2018 USA Research To identify the optimal
approach to remediate
poor ABSITE scores
Quantitative A total of 268
exam scores from




Knowledge Intervention Mean scores for the
ABSITE and first-time pass
































































































average ratings to above
average and superior
ratings
Egener76 2008 USA Case study To describe a coaching








Ellaway et al.142 2018 USA/
Canada
Commentary To provide a conceptual
review of current
remediation practices






Intervention By linking remediation




learners in difficulty can be
developed
































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 16 Characteristics of studies identified in main search (continued )



















Clinical skills Intervention Of 35 residents, 31 had
below-par scores on at
least one OSCE station.
Eighteen residents
attempted remediation and
all achieved a score of ≥ 4
on a subsequent OSCE





Goldberg et al.126 2015 USA Commentary To discuss the use of
simulation as a tool for








Goulet et al.110 2007 Canada Research To measure the influence
of a remedial professional
development programme








observed for 51 physicians





Goulet et al.120 2005 Canada Case study To describe remedial
training programmes
organised and planned by




Clinical skills Intervention N/A






from a total of












responsibility and lack of
initiative. The second
category was failure
to meet faculty and
programme expectations.
The third category related















































Quantitative 28 physicians Practising
physicians
Professionalism Intervention Of 28 physicians referred
to remediation evaluation,
five had completed their
educational programmes,






and 10 were awaiting
acceptance of their
programme
Grant94 1998 USA Research To describe the Physician
Prescribed Educational
Program





Professionalism Intervention Of 300 referrals, 100 had
received evaluations. A









2014 USA Research To assess the effectiveness
of a standardised clinical
reasoning remediation plan
on medical learners at
various stages of training




















were identified as having
clinical reasoning deficits.
Prevalence of clinical
reasoning deficit did not
differ by level of training.
The mean amount of
faculty time required for





or continued to practise
in good standing. Four
individuals were placed on
















































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 16 Characteristics of studies identified in main search (continued )



























content tailored to the
individual. Eleven residents






Guerrasio et al.121 2014 USA Research To identify deficit types
and predictors of poor
academic outcomes among
students, residents, fellows
and physicians referred to
the University of Colorado
School of Medicine’s
remediation programme




















Intervention Most individuals had more




students were more likely




increased. Men were more
likely to have communication
and mental well-being issues.
Increased faculty face
time reduced the odds of
probation and of all negative
outcomes
Guevara et al.115 2011 USA Research To describe the use of IEPs













Intervention Of 92 residents, 16
received IEPs. Of these
IEPs, 13 related to
medical knowledge, four to
professionalism and one
to communication skills.
Average age and time
since graduation were
greater for those requiring
remediation than for those
who did not. US MLE
step 1 and American Board
of Internal Medicine
in-service scores were
lower for those with IEP.











































2006 USA Commentary To discuss how residents
having difficulties in








Hanna et al.95 2000 Canada Case study To investigate the effects
of an educational
intervention on physicians














is uncertain at best.
Alternative education
techniques may be needed,
or it may be that
improvement is not
possible





Knowledge Intervention From 2000 to 2004, 12
ABSITE scores were below
standard, which resulted in
eight residents receiving
programme support nine




the following year. Two
residents later returned
to substandard scores




























































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 16 Characteristics of studies identified in main search (continued )





























by peer assessors and
licensing organisations.
Studies at undergraduate








Hays et al.43 2002 Multiple Commentary To explore the nature of























identified were small in
scale. Their focus ranged
from narrowly identifying
and redressing specific
knowledge and skill deficits
to wider interest in the
whole functioning of the
physician. Less attention
















































Jolly et al.138 2018 UK Research To understand doctors’
experiences of a risk
education remediation
process








(1) personal and professional





Kalet et al.84 2017 Multiple Commentary To present a critical
systems perspective on
remediation









N/A N/A N/A Clinical skills Strategy N/A
Katz et al.91 2010 USA Case study To describe
recommendations made by







Katz et al.118 2013 USA Case study To describe a remediation














Systematic review N/A Resident
physicians
Knowledge N/A Twenty-six articles were


























































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 16 Characteristics of studies identified in main search (continued )











2008 USA Commentary To discuss remediation as
the elevation of feedback
and education to a higher










Kosir et al.70 2008 USA Case study To discuss impact on
ABSITE scores of a course
using Kolb’s learning cycle
N/A N/A Resident
physicians
Knowledge Intervention Scores on ABSITE
increased for 78.6% of
residents who completed
the course
Krzyzaniak et al.92 2017 USA Research To characterise
remediation experiences















relating to barriers to
remediation or the impacts
of remediation. The themes
were used to inform the
development of a
framework for remediation
Krzyzaniak et al.133 2016 USA Research To characterise
remediation experiences










N/A Fifteen themes were
identified in the data,




















as ‘failing’ and associated
stigma, limited resources,
lack of faculty training and
development, residents’
unwillingness to participate






































































Lillis et al.4 2014 New
Zealand









Intervention Of 24 doctors, five failed
to engage and stopped
clinical work. The other
19 doctors completed a
12-month programme and
13 were deemed to be at
an acceptable standard at
the end. Six doctors
required a second
performance assessment,
of whom only one was






Liu et al.93 2016 USA Commentary To describe common signs








Mahmood61 2012 UK Commentary To examine underlying
factors to consider before
planning remediation for
trainees in obstetrics and
gynaecology
























Mugford72 2003 Australia Commentary To discuss the
development of strategies
for performance review
















































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 16 Characteristics of studies identified in main search (continued )









Murano et al.177 2015 USA Case study To develop a framework
for programme directors












Norcross et al.153 2009 USA Case study To describe the University








Norton et al.161 2004 Canada Case study To describe the College










Paice46 2009 UK Commentary To discuss processes for
identifying and supporting
surgical trainees in need of
remediation




Papadakis et al.58 2012 USA Commentary To report recommendations







Parran et al.51 2013 USA Case study To describe an intensive



















Price8 2017 UK Commentary To critique UK remediation















































Raman et al.140 2018 USA Research To establish the prevalence














N/A Thirty-six responses were
received. Mean prevalence
of problem residents was
18.1% (95% CI 14.7% to











plans (61.4%). Fifty per cent
of identified problem


























2005 USA Research To investigate the







Knowledge Intervention Nine institutions responded
and identified the essential
components of a successful
remediation year, and
emphasised that















































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 16 Characteristics of studies identified in main search (continued )









Rhydderch et al.112 2007 UK Case study To describe the activity
of an advanced training
practice network that
undertakes further training








Roberts et al.59 2012 USA Research To describe a frequently
occurring performance
problem in residents and








Professionalism Strategy The composite case study
described a resident with
attitudinal issues and
unprofessional behaviour.
Analysis of expert views on
this type of case suggested
that extra work was
created for both other
team members and faculty
to address the issues.
Analysis also highlighted
the importance of the
programme director’s role

















Knowledge N/A The survey achieved an
85.5% response rate.
Frequency of evaluations
ranged from daily to
quarterly. Evaluations used
both narrative comments
and rating scales in 89%
of institutions. A total of
67.7% of programmes
had a written policy on
problem residents and
82.2% had a formal
probation policy














































































Professionalism Strategy Drawing on the literature






residents are made. These
include prompt notification
and description of the












Clinical skills Strategy N/A
Sargeant et al.55 2013 N/A Commentary To propose a facilitated
reflective process for
supporting engagement





Shah et al.111 1997 Australia Commentary To describe the
remediation programme
for trainees in general
practice training
N/A N/A Registrars Knowledge and
clinical skills
Intervention N/A
Shapiro et al.41 1987 USA Commentary To explore definitions and
means of identifying ‘the






Shapiro et al.53 2014 USA Case study To describe the
development of the Centre
for Professionalism and


















































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 16 Characteristics of studies identified in main search (continued )


















N/A Most policies aligned with




to individual needs, but
























was 4.4%. The most
common problems were
with medical knowledge
(63.1%), patient care (46.6%)
and professionalism (31.5%).
Mean length of remediation
was 8 months. A total of
59.9% of residents were
successfully remediated,
































































































2013 UK Commentary To discuss provisions for
remediation




Swiggart et al.180 2016 USA Research To report on physicians
















Intervention The majority of physicians
in both cohorts were








47 US states and Canada
Swiggart et al.89 2009 USA Commentary To discuss a systems









Tabby et al.181 2011 USA Research To explore the prevalence
and causes of neurology
residents in difficulty











A total of 81% reported
problem residents.
Problems most commonly
arose in the first year
of residency. Increased
supervision and assigning
a faculty mentor were the
most common responses.
Eleven per cent of
residents in difficulty
needed a programme for
impaired physicians and















































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 16 Characteristics of studies identified in main search (continued )











2009 USA Research To determine the extent
and type of remediation
used by surgery
programmes










N/A The response rate was
35% (89/253). Programmes















from 2000 to 2008
Resident
physicians
Knowledge Intervention Of the 26 eligible
residents, 10 had a first-
time pass rate of 100%.
A control group, who
either graduated before
the introduction of the
programme or did not
complete it, had a pass
rate of 44% (7/16)




N/A N/A Doctors in training NS Model N/A





















2007 UK Case study To describe the
remediation approach used



















Wu et al.50 2010 USA Case study To describe evaluation and
remediation of resident


































































N/A A total of 103 residents
were referred for
evaluation (3% of all
enrolled residents). The
annual prevalence was




weaknesses (15%) or both.
There were often multiple
remediation periods, of an






cent were unsuccessful and
5% were still in training
ABS, American Board of Surgery; ABSITE, American Board of Surgery In-Training Examination; ABS QE, American Board of Surgery Qualifying Exam; CI, confidence interval; IEP, individualised education plan; MTE, Mayo
teaching effectiveness; N/A, not available; NS, not specified; OSCE, objective structured clinical examination; PACE, Physician Assessment and Clinical Education; PGY-1, postgraduate year 1; ProBE, Professional/Problem-
Based Ethics; SOAP, subjective, objective, assessment, plan; US MLE, United States Medical Licensing Examination.
Reproduced with permission from Price et al.1 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt
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TABLE 17 Characteristics of studies identified by citation searches















Strategy Individual, institutional and systemic
factors need to be considered to
develop effective remediation
programmes within a medical school/
residency programme





Strategy Educational approaches to remediation
alone are insufficient. Such approaches
should be integrated with a focus on








N/A Behaviour change in physicians is akin
to behaviour change in patients. The
key elements affecting change are
education, motivation and facilitation
Hickson
et al.99







Model Addressing disruptive behaviour focuses
on four graduated interventions:
(1) informal conversations for single
incidents, (2) non-punitive ‘awareness’
interventions when data reveal patterns,
(3) leader-developed action plans if
patterns persist and (4) imposition of
disciplinary processes if the plans fail
Spickard
et al.185
















Model Describes the course and screening
process for physicians entering the
programme. Concludes that screening
may be an important part of
remediating boundary violation. Also
makes recommendations for medical
schools and residency programmes in
relation to their curricula and support
N/A, not available.
Reproduced with permission from Price et al.1 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which
permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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TABLE 18 Characteristics of studies identified by grey literature search















N/A A framework for assessing US medical
residents should provide clearly defined
goals and expectations. Residency
remediation is a difficult process that
requires a large investment of time and
dedication from the programme director
and faculty. All issues and meetings








N/A By aiding in the recognition and
remediation of residents struggling to
achieve proficiency in the SBP and PBLI
subcompetencies, the instruments
developed by this task force may
improve resident training within the
framework of the new accreditation
system
N/A, not available; PBLI, practice-based learning and improvement; SBP, systems-based practice.
Reproduced with permission from Price et al.1 This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which
permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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TABLE 19 Characteristics of studies identified by review team or stakeholder group























N/A Findings indicate that the NCAS assessment
process provides a more accurate and
comprehensive ‘diagnosis’ of performance
issues, enabling more appropriate
recommendations for ‘treatment’ and helping
to differentiate between potentially
remediable and more fundamental problems
Bourgeois-Law
et al.134









N/A The medical profession’s attitude towards
those who struggle with clinical competency,
as individuals and as a whole, is ambivalent at
best.This ambivalence grows out of psychological
and cultural factors and may be an undiscussed
factor in the profession’s struggle to deal
adequately with underperforming members.
To contend with the challenge of remediating
practising physicians, the profession needs to













N/A Understanding that stakeholders frequently
approach the complex issue of remediation
with two different perspectives and without
conscious awareness of doing so may help to
explain several challenges in the field, including
the issues of what falls under the umbrella of
remediation and who should be responsible for
offering remediation support
N/A, not available; NCAS, National Clinical Assessment Service.
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TABLE 20 Characteristics of studies identified by supplementary searches







Ajzen150 2011 N/A Commentary N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Research on the TPB has made
considerable progress since the
theory was introduced some 2
dozen years ago. Initial studies
were mostly attempts to test
the theory’s predictive validity
in various behavioural domains.
The combined weight of much
empirical evidence, perhaps best
captured in such meta-analytic
syntheses as the one included in
the current set of articles, lends









N/A N/A Three mechanisms were
identified that explain how
medical appraisal produces its




2000 UK Research Questionnaire
survey
A total of 162 law
students and 195
medical students
N/A N/A N/A The study shows a greater
commitment of medical students
than law students to their
chosen career. This is
demonstrated by medical
students’ greater desire to
pursue their career, their
greater satisfaction with their
choice of career and finding that
more medical students would
persist with reapplying for
medicine than law students

















































N/A N/A N/A Health-care and education
organisations had different
perspectives on psychological
safety, but also some
similarities. Psychological safety
is one important dimension of
the adult work environment
(especially under conditions of
high stakes, complexity, and
uncertainty) that can enable
human development, growth




2008 USA Research Quantitative A total of 124
psychology students
N/A N/A N/A Poor performers show little
insight into the depth of their
deficiencies relative to their
peers. They tend to think that
they are doing just fine relative
to their peers when, in fact,
they are at the bottom of the
performance distribution
Elder-Vass104 2010 N/A Book N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A The book examines the way in
which interactions between
individuals generate the causal
powers of certain structures.
One of these relates to the
causal power of identity,
specifically the social norms that
can compel people to behave in
certain ways when those norms
form part of their identity
Handley
et al.107
2006 N/A Commentary N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A The article examines situated
learning theory in the context
of learning in communities
of practice. The important
arguments here relate to the
pull of identity in developing














































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 20 Characteristics of studies identified by supplementary searches (continued )









2019 Canada Research Descriptive
exploratory
study
Eight students in a
peer mentorship in a
medical education
programme
N/A N/A N/A A sense of psychological safety
appears to free learners from
constantly being self-conscious
about projecting an image of
competence. This enables
learners to be present in the
moment and concentrate on
engaging with the learning task
at hand. The authors propose
that the term ‘educational
safety’ be used to describe a
relational construct that can
capture the essence of what
constitutes PS for learners
Kluger and
DeNisi96
1996 N/A Research Meta-analysis N/A N/A N/A N/A Feedback interventions can be
more effective when certain
criteria are met. Importantly,
one of these criteria relates





1968 N/A Book N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A The book explores a number
of themes related to social
structures and their impact on
behaviour. The book argues that
one such structure relates to
the need to identify with a




2013 N/A Commentary N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Abductive and retroductive
inferences can be used to build
theories around how a









































2015 N/A Book chapter N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A A book chapter that argues
that there are key similarities
between different theories of
behaviour change and examines







N/A N/A N/A N/A We need to advance our
understanding of psychological
safety through the integration
of key theoretical perspectives
to explain how psychological
safety develops and influences
work outcomes at different
levels of analysis
Prochaska189 2008 N/A Commentary N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Behaviour change models help
gain an understanding of why
people undertake particular
health-related behaviours
Sandars159 2009 N/A Commentary N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Guided reflection, with
supportive challenge from
a mentor or facilitator, is
important so that underlying
assumptions can be challenged
and new perspectives
considered. Feedback also has















































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 20 Characteristics of studies identified by supplementary searches (continued )


















N/A N/A N/A This research builds on the
work of Kruger and Dunning130
on the relationship between
poor performance and poor
insight. In applying the
Krajč–Ortmann model, it finds
that the framework failed to
anticipate self-evaluative
misperceptions on the part of
poor performers, but that it does
much better at accounting for
misperceptions among top
performers. Paradoxically, the
model suggests that Kruger
and Dunning130 may have
underestimated the accuracy of top
performers, even though their
account asserts such accuracy
Zimmerman125 2000 N/A Commentary N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Levels of self-efficacy can be
used in predicting common
motivational outcomes, such as
students’ activity choices, effort,
persistence, and emotional
reactions. Self-efficacy beliefs
have been found to be sensitive
to subtle changes in students’
performance context, to interact
with self-regulated learning
processes and to mediate
students’ academic achievement
N/A, not available; PS, psychological safety; TPB, theory of planned behaviour.
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